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ABSTRACT
Most manufacturing organizations may be viewed as multi-stage 
production-inventory systems in which production of goods proceeds from 
the acquisition of raw material to the fabrication of final product 
through a series of production stages. Material requirements planning 
(MRP) has been introduced as an inventory planning technique for such 
systems. Different lot sizing models have been used to improve the 
economic efficiency of MRP systems.
The objective of this research was to examine the impact of lot 
size strategies, degree of demand variability, and degree of component 
commonality on the performance of MRP systems in a stochastic demand 
environment. A computer simulation model of a hypothetical multi-stage, 
multi-product, production-inventory system was used as a vehicle for 
this study.
Three different lot size models (EOQ, WW, LTC) were used at the 
end-item level and four (EOQ, POQ, LFL, TLC) at the intermediate levels, 
producing twelve lot size strategies. Two levels of component- 
commonality, a measure of the degree of commonality of component parts 
among all parent-items, were introduced. Fifteen finished goods were 
incorporated into the model for each product structure set. Three 
levels of demand variability were introduced with coefficient of 
variation ranging from .2 to 1.4. System performance was evaluated 
according to several performance measures.
vii
Some of the findings of the study are as follows. First, the 
system performance was affected by the choice of lot size strategy with 
respect to all performance measures employed. Second, the system 
performance was affected by demand uncertainty according to seven of the 
nine performance measures. Third, both demand variability and component 
commonality had significant effect on the performance of the system. 
Fourth, lot size strategy was affected by demand uncertainty only 
according to carrying cost, setup cost, and number of setups criteria.
Determining a single best performing lot size strategy for each of 
the twelve factor combinations of this research was not possible. 
However, it was shown that for any of the environmental conditions 
(factor combinations) there exists a class of best performing strategies 




Material Requirements Planning (MRP) has been introduced to 
industry as a planning methodology for a hierarchical multi-stage, 
multi-product production-inventory system.
Multi-stage production-inventory systems are those in which the 
production of goods proceeds from the acquisition of raw material to 
the fabrication of final product through a series of production 
stages. In these systems, inventory items (raw material, components, 
subassemblies, final products) are arranged in a hierarchical fashion 
and upon completion of each stage go into and out of an identifiable 
inventory. Work-in-process inventory at any stage serves as input to 
one or more stages above it in the hierarchy.
Most manufacturing organizations may be viewed as having this 
type of structure, where the production process starts with the 
procurement of raw materials and terminates with the completion of the 
final product. In such systems, inventory items can be classified 
into two broad categories: (a) independent demand items, and (b)
dependent demand items. By definition, the demand for independent 
demand item is not affected by the demand for any other item in the 
system and depends, by and large, on market factors. On the other 
hand, the demand for a dependent demand item is generated by the 
demand or demands of one or more of the inventory items at higher 
levels of the hierarchy.
Typically, in a multi-stage environment, the demand for an end 
product is independent of other inventory items, while the demands for 
lower level items are usually dictated by the demand for their higher 
level items. Consequently, an intricate pattern emerges, where, with 
the exception of the end-items, the demand for an item at a particular 
level is intimately related to the requirements for one or more higher 
level items in the hierarchy, depending on the product structure.
This concept of dependent demand is what distinguishes MRP based 
systems (46) from statistical inventory models. Dependent demand for 
a component-item is directly related to, or derived from, the re­
quirements generated by higher level parent-item(s), and therefore, 
can be calculated rather than forecasted. This "parent-component" 
relationship causes "lumpiness" in demand for inventory items, 
particularly those at the lower level of the hierarchy. This is 
because the intermediate items are required only when production of 
their parent-item(s) are in progress. That is, they are not demanded 
on a continuous basis. Thus, even though the end item demand may be 
smooth and continuous, the demand for the lower level items, derived 
successively from the final product requirements, exhibits discrete 
and discontinuous characteristics.
The general objective of any inventory control system is to 
address the questions of: (1) how much to order or produce, and (2)
when to order or produce, in the attempt of obtaining optimum system 
performance.
Classic approaches to inventory control assume demand to be 
independent. That is, demand for the item is unrelated to demand for 
other items and therefore, must be forecasted. This forecasted
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demand, then, would be used to determine the economic lot size to be 
ordered. However, because of the inherent assumptions of constant and 
continuous demand, these models have failed to recognize the interrela­
tionships between inventory items in the sense of product structure 
and resulting interdependencies among the items.
In recent years, the technique of material requirements planning 
or MRP has been suggested in the literature for coping with inventory 
and production problems associated with hierarchical multi-stage 
systems (3, 7, 24, 36, 67, 75, 79, 85, 91, 93). This is a product 
oriented technique where the requirements (how much to order) and 
their timing (when to order) for the dependent demand items are 
derived from a master production schedule for end products. This is 
accomplished by utilizing the estimated production or supply lead 
times and a bill of materials which represents the relationships among 
the items at various levels in the inventory hierarchy. Thus, the 
questions of the quantity of an item required and when it is required 
are addressed to in a MRP system by means of the 'product explosion,' 
and 'lead time offsetting' process. However, even though item re­
quirements can easily be derived from a given master schedule, MRP is 
not concerned with the economics of the inventory situation and does 
not have an automatic mechanism for lot sizing.
To improve the economic efficiency of MRP and to cope with 
capacity constraints, the issues of appropriate lot sizes, different 
approaches to lot sizing for different items, and comparative perfor­
mance of different lot sizing techniques have received increased 
attention from the academicians and practitioners in recent years (5,
8, 9, 10, 25, 30, 49, 55, 56, 62, 63, 64, 66, 77, 81, 84, 88).
This study will consider a multi-product, multi-stage produc- 
tion-inventory system; introduce different operating conditions into 
that system; and examine the comparative effectiveness of different 
joint lot size models when used in the context of a material require­
ments planning system.
Statement of the Problem
Most of the lot sizing research to date has been limited either 
to the use of lot size models only at the end-product level, or to the 
application of a single lot sizing rule at all levels of product 
structure. Very few, however, have tried to explore the relative 
effect of different multi-level lot size strategies on the performance 
of a production inventory system. A joint lot size model is a combi­
nation of different lot size models applied to different levels of the 
product structure.
The general problems that will be studied in this research can be
stated as follows:
What effect would demand uncertainty, demand variability, product 
structure, and joint lot size strategies have on the performance 
of a material requirements planning system?
What is the best joint lot size strategy in a multi-product, 
multi-stage production-inventory system for a given set of demand 
uncertainty, demand variability, and product structure factors?
Most of the research to date has evaluated lot size models in 
terms of only two cost variables -- set up and inventory carrying 
costs. This is a rather narrow view of the impact of lot size models 
on total system performance. This research will evaluate joint lot 
size strategies in a multi-stage system as a function of six cost 
factors. These cost factors, are: (1) regular time costs, (2) over­
time costs, (3) inventory carrying costs, (4) setup costs, (5) total 
inventory costs, and (6) stockout costs. These performance measures 
will be discussed in Chapter III in more detail. A large scale 
computer simulation model of a multi-stage, multi-product, multi-level 
production-inventory system will be used as a vehicle for this study.
Objectives of this Research
Lot sizing in a multi-stage production-inventory system can be 
viewed as a problem of determining how much of various products and 
components to produce, as well as when to produce them, in order to 
minimize or maximize appropriate system performance measures. Thus, 
the primary purpose of this research is to evaluate the application of 
various combinations of lot sizing rules that have been developed by 
earlier researchers. This evaluation will be in the context of 
differential operating conditions such as different levels of demand 
uncertainty, demand variability, and component commonality. Specifi­
cally, the objectives of this research are to assess the impact of 
multi-level lot size strategies, the degree of demand uncertainty, the 
degree of end-item demand variability, and the degree of commonality 
on system performance. Results should provide guidelines relative to 
lot size strategy selection for MRP systems.
In this study, a product, cost, and demand structure will be 
defined and the relative performance of different multi-level lot size 
strategies will be evaluated using a hypothetical production system. 
A lot size strategy consists of a combination of a lot sizing rule at 
the end-item level and one at the intermediate level (for all com­
ponent parts).
This research is an attempt to shed some light on the following 
questions:
(1) What effect does demand uncertainty have on the system perfor­
mance?
(2) What effect does end-item demand variability have on the system 
performance?
(3) What effect does the degree of commonality have on the system 
performance?
(4) What effect do multi-level lot size strategies have on the system 
performance?
(5) What effect does end-item demand uncertainty have on multi-level 
lot size selection?
(6) What effect does end-item demand variability have on multi-level 
lot size selection?
(7) What effect does the degree of commonality have on multi-level 
lot size selection?
(8) What are the best multi-level lot size strategies for a given 
management policy and set of experimental design factors?
Justification
In hierarchical multi-stage systems, as in all other systems, the 
basic inventory control problem is to have available the appropriate 
raw materials, supplies, parts, components, and finished goods inven­
tories at the right place, at the right time, and at reasonable cost 
(92). In a requirements planning system, this problem is addressed 
through application of lot size models. Guidelines as to what joint 
lot size strategy to employ for a given set of factors would have
broad applicability and could be readily adopted in practice.
In fact, the thrust of this study is to gain insight into the 
possible development of simple decision rules specifically intended 
for use in multi-stage, multi-product MRP systems. In this context 
"simple" decision rules are those that are amenable to solution and 
application because of their lack of mathematical complexity or com­
putation effort and because their informational inputs are readily 
available to the practitioner. That is, the practitioner needs to 
have only a limited amount of information, ability, or time to ini­
tiate the appropriate rule. This is known as a "local" rule because 
of the local availability of this information or dependence on local 
conditions. In computerized applications the degree of difficulty 
caused by mathematical complexity may be negligible, and computational 
requirements of data may be the limiting factor.
A large scale simulation model will be used as a vehicle for this 
study. By using simulation modeling, long experimental time horizons 
can be collapsed into relatively short computer times. Also, poten­
tial disruptions to a real operating system, were it to be experi­
mented with, can be avoided.
Scope, Assumptions, and Limitations of This Research
This study is intended to provide new information concerning 
applicability of various lot size strategies in a multi-stage, multi­
product production inventory system using material requirements plan­
ning, and facing different operating conditions. Moreover, the re­
sults will contribute to the current body of knowledge by defining the 
effects of various factors on the performance of material requirements
planning system. The factors of this research include: (1) lot size 
strategies applied to different levels of product structure, (2) 
demand uncertainty, (3) demand variability, and (4) product structure. 
How these factors affect system performance individually and in 
combination is a key issue in this research.
In spite of the fact that the complexity and realism of the sys­
tem modeled are considerable, the scope of this research is limited 
due to the constraints of time and other available resources. These 
constraints preclude the possibility of investigating some of the 
problem areas such as safety stocks, capacity, and sequencing rules, 
as well as dictate the use of fixed system configurations with respect 
to costs, products, demand, and shop structure. Because of the latter 
limitations, perhaps the results obtained through this study cannot be 
expanded to entirely different system configurations. Nevertheless, 
it is hoped that the findings of this work provide at least some 
insight into some of the problems faced in designing and operating MRP 
systems in multi-stage, multi-product organizations.
Some of the specific simplifying assumptions made in this study, 
due to the stated limitations, are as follows:
(1) Capacity is not limited.
(2) The system is labor limited. However, additional man-hours 
can be obtained through the use of overtime.
(3) No alternative routing exists with regard to bill of mater­
ials .
(4) End-item forecasts are directly used as input to the master 
production schedule, i.e., no production smoothing is done.
(5) Unsatisfied demand is lost, i.e., no backordering is 
allowed.
(6) Stockouts cause lost-sales penalties.
(7) Planning lead times are constant and known.
(8) Purchased items are always available.
Also, with regard to safety stocks, any arbitrary selection of safety 
stock level would lead to a biased comparison of the performance of 
different lot size strategies. Therefore, if safety stock is to be 
incorporated in the model, it should be considered as another factor 
so that its interaction with the other factors in the model could be 
analyzed. However since this would add to the complexity of the 
model, no provision for safety stocks are made in this study.
As stated before, a large scale computer simulation model of a 
multi-stage, multi-product, production-inventory system is used in 
this study. It is understood, however, that while a simulation pro­
vides the advantage of a method of analysis of problems that cannot 
easily be solved by analytical techniques, it only provides solutions 
that are only as broadly applicable as the simulation model is similar 
to its real world counterparts.
CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The analysis of production-inventory control systems is neither 
new nor complete. Recent research in inventory control theory has 
taken two distinct directions. On the one hand, classical inventory 
analysis has resulted in a large number of models (the so called 
reorder point models), varying in assumptions and degree of com­
plexity. Iq fact, most of the research is concentrated in the area of 
traditional approaches, using mostly mathematical and statistical 
techniques. An excellent survey article by Clark (27) sheds light on 
the body of research in this area.
On the other hand, material requirements planning, which was 
effectively developed about a decade ago, has received increasing, yet 
relatively scant, attention from researchers. Consequently, the 
volume of MRP literature appears to be almost limited in comparison to 
the amount of published work concerning classical reorder point 
models. Nonetheless, in recent years, primarily through the efforts 
of the American Production and Inventory Control Society, requirements 
planning systems have begun to attract attention from both theore­
ticians and practitioners. A discussion of this subject and a review 
of the research in the area of material requirements planning will 
follow.
Material Requirements Planning
Plossl, Wight, and Orlicky are three of the most dedicated advo­
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cates of MRP. In a 1968 article, Wight (93) discussed some inventory 
control situations in which order point techniques have been 
misapplied. He continued to explain material requirements planning and 
discussed the independent/dependent demand concept originally 
developed by Orlicky (68).
The field of requirements planning is a fertile research area in 
view of the fact that it did not attract the attention of theore­
ticians until very recently. Wight (92) argues that the primary 
reason for such negligence has been the widespread feeling among 
researchers that the concepts of MRP are "too pedestrian compared to 
the more glamorous reorder point models." Wight suggests MRP should 
be thought of as a concept rather than a set of techniques.
In the 1971 conference of the American Production and Inventory 
Control Society, Plossl and Wight (75) discussed the advantages of 
material requirements planning method of inventory control in a multi­
stage system and analyzed the type of situations that are suitable for 
its use. In addition, they gave consideration to the types of infor­
mation and the form in which this information must be maintained for 
material requirements application, as well as discussed other problems 
likely to be encountered in implementing such a system. During the 
same conference Orlicky (68) defined MRP as the technique of planning 
component orders based on the time phased explosion of higher level 
requirements. In his paper, Orlicky contrasts a statistical based 
system with material requirements planning as follows:
"order point is part based, whereas requirements planning is 
(end-item) product-oriented. Order point utilizes data on the 
historical behavior of a part, while requirements planning 
ignores history and instead works with data on the relationship 
of components (the bill of material) that make up a product. 
Order point looks at the past, requirements planning looks toward
the future as defined by the master schedule."
Orlicky (71) outlined the concept of "net change" in 1973 and 
added a new dimension to the MRP literature. He described "net 
change" as a continuous replanning system that allows partial 
explosions to be performed with a high frequency. The explosion is 
partial in two senses. First, only part of the master production 
schedule is subject to explosion at any one time. Second, the effect 
of transaction triggered explosions is limited to lower-level com­
ponents of the item providing the stimulus for the explosion. This 
method is opposed to the conventional regenerative approach to 
replanning in which all requirements are exploded in one batch 
processing run and thus, each end item and component part is exploded, 
all bills of material and inventory records are retrieved, and large 
volumes of output are generated.
Orlicky cites the advantages and disadvantages of the net change 
approach over the regenerative approach. In general, for systems 
where quicker response to changes in requirements is necessary, the 
net change method is shown to be superior. However, in terms of data 
processing efficiency, the regenerative procedure appears to be more 
desirable. Furthermore, the hypersensitivity of a net change system 
might introduce problems.
Mather (58) suggests that the adoption of MRP has a far greater 
impact than just on the manufacturing part of a business. MRP has 
acted as a catalyst to integrate the various sub-systems of an 
organization. It usually causes changes in organization structure and 
allows various groups to work together with a common set of infor­
mation.
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New (66) examines the issue of safety stock in MRP. He discusses 
fixed quantity buffer stocks, safety lead time, increasing forecast 
requirements, scrap allowances, and how commonality affects the safety 
stock policies. He does not offer any experimental results. However, 
he suggests that make-to-stock manufacturers might hold a fixed buffer 
stock at highest level and safety lead time for lower level items.
Bevis (7) relates the experience his company had in implementing 
a MRP system. Six years from intial implementation of MRP, his 
company had experienced a 17% reduction in inventory, a 5% increase in 
production, and a slight improvement in customer service. He 
concludes that the short run pay-off may not be great, but once the 
system is fully implemented significant improvement maybe observed.
In successful installations, MRP has also been accountable for 
improved productivity. Gary (62) reports that in the class A MRP com­
panies -- companies which, among other things, have successfully 
implemented a MRP system —  productivity has improved by 10 to 60 
percent. That MRP generates such dramatic results is explained by 
Gary as follows:
"...In companies without MRP, most manufacturing executives are 
simply highly paid expeditors. In these companies, foremen spend 
their time in shortage meetings and chasing parts. Purchasing 
people spend 60 to 80 percent of their time expediting part 
shortages. Assembly departments sit idle, or waste time working on 
the wrong parts. There isn't enough time in most companies to run 
the business and to work on shortages."
"Preventing shortages is one of the easiest ways to improve 
productivity in a typical company. And that's what MRP is all 
about. By having the right parts at the right place at the right 
time, people can work on running the business as a business. 
Foremen can work on methods improvement and on upgrading the skills 
of their people. Purchasing people can work on value analysis and 
on renegotiation. Assembly departments can work on putting 
together the right parts to ship to customers."
Some of the major quoted and documented results attributed to 
successful implementation of MRP are as follows (74):
1. Large decrease in the investment of inventories.
2. Customer service levels of 92 percent or better.
3. Decrease in purchase costs.
4. Dramatic increase in productivity.
5. No shortage lists.
It should be mentioned, however, that not all of the MRP in­
stallations have been successful. In fact, the number of unsuccessful 
installations have far exceeded the successful ones (4, 15, 17, 19, 
20, 21, 26, 44, 45, 48, 54, 76, 82, 83, 87, 90). Failures of MRP 
systems have been attributed to a variety of factors including: lack
of inventory accuracy (at least 95%) in the applying company, 
inaccurate bill of material, lack of education and training (in the 
part of the system users), lack of top-management support and 
commitment, lack, of management education in software selection, and 
finally the human resistance to change -- management and workers 
preference for the informal system or the status quo.
Also, adding to the causes of failure is the fact that, in many 
cases, the computer software has been implemented without adequate 
attention to questions relative to start-up, backup procedures, master 
schedule development, and selection of system parameters and decision 
rules (20, 45). Research can provide insights into each of the above 
questions.
One important area in material requirements planning is selecting 
the appropriate lot sizing technique for inventory items at various 
levels of a system. The following section provides a discussion of
this issue and a review of the literature on lot sizing.
Lot Sizing
Lot sizing models developed for single-stage systems have 
generally been used in requirements planning for multi-stage systems. 
Plossl and Wight (75) suggest that use of a number of discrete lot 
sizing methods, such as the least-total-cost, the least-unit-cost, 
the periodic-order-quantity, and the lot-for-lot approaches. However, 
under a given set of circumstances, the relative performances of these 
rules have to be known before selecting the appropriate lot sizing 
method for a given item. To date no conclusive and definitive 
guidelines have been developed for this purpose.
In a study performed by Berry (5), he investigated four lot 
sizing procedures —  the classic EOQ method, periodic-order-quantity, 
part-period-balancing (PPB), and the Wagner-Whitin algorithm. These 
lot sizing rules were compared using inventory related costs and 
computing time as the performance criteria. With respect to total 
inventory costs Wagner-Whitin performed best and EOQ performed worst. 
However, Wagner-Whitin performed very poorly with regard to compu­
tation time. His conclusions are that the managers could make 
trade-offs between inventory costs performance, computational 
efficiency, and procedural efficiency.
Gorham (43) compared the least-unit-cost (LUC) and the least- 
total cost(LTC) algorithms. He found that the LUC model was very 
erratic and resulted in excessive inventory and setup costs. The 
least-total-cost was reported to be a superior lot size heuristic. 
Orlicky (67) confirms Gorham's contention that a flaw exists in the
LUC algorithm. Therefore, LUC is not considered a valid technique 
today.
In a recent study, Karni (52) introduced a new lot sizing proce­
dures which he called Maximum Part-period Gain (MPG). Although Karni 
has made no effort to provide a comparative evaluation of the method, 
the procedure seems to have a high potential of being widely used.
As stated before, the majority of the lot sizing studies have 
addressed the question of optimum performance of the lot sizing 
technique at the end product level, disregarding the effect of such 
technique on the performance of total system. Very few, however, have 
tried to explore the relative effect of different multi-level lot size 
strategies on the performance of a production inventory system. A 
multi-level lot size strategy is defined as any lot size algorithm or 
combination of algorithms that is applied to more than one level 
(stage) of the product structure (production system) (30). For 
example a WW/EOQ strategy employs the Wagner-Whitin algorithm for 
end-items (top level) and the Economic Order Quantity model for 
subassemblies and component parts (intermediate level).
Crowston, Wagner, and Williams (34) developed a dynamic 
programming algorithm to obtain optimal constant lot sizes in a 
multi-stage system. The limiting assumptions to their effort are: 
constant, continuous final product demand; single product; instan­
taneous production; and infinite planning horizon. Their criterion is 
to minimize the total setup and inventory carrying costs. They prove 
for their model that the optimal lot size at each stage is an integral 
multiple of the lot size at the successor stage.
New (66) recognized that the effect of multi-level lot size
strategies in a MRP system have not been determined. He sites two 
interrelated difficulties with evaluating these strategies. They are: 
Cl) the setting of values for the setup and inventory carrying costs
must be considered, and (2) the interaction effects of lot sizing at
different levels. He goes on to show that the determination of unit 
variable cost should be based on raw material costs alone or include a 
value added cost. He concludes that choosing the best lot sizing 
technique at the end-item level based on comparison of economic per­
formance may well be misleading. This is because (1) setup and 
carrying costs are approximate values, and (2) interaction of lot 
sizes at the end and intermediate levels are ignored.
Theisen (84) recommends a fixed lot size at the end-item level, 
lot-for-lot (LFL) at the intermediate levels if setup costs are low, 
and periodic-order-quantity or least-total-cost models at the lower 
levels where setup costs are usually higher. More (63) also 
recommends using least-total-cost model at the lower level of the 
product structure.
Steele (79) discussed MRP system nervousness and its relationship 
to lot sizing. He suggests that dynamic lot sizing at the inter­
mediate levels can be disasterous in a MRP system that experiences
excessive changes in the master schedule, lead items, safety stock, 
etc. He also suggests using a fixed order quantity model at the 
end-item level, a fixed quantity or lot-for-lot model at the inter­
mediate levels, and the periodic order quantity model at the lower 
levels. He readily admits that this lot sizing policy does not 
attempt to minimize costs, but it will help stabilizing requirements 
at lower levels.
McLaren and Whybark (60) tested the Wagner-Whitin, periodic- 
order-quantity (POQ) and Silver and Meal heuristic (SM) against an 
adjusted-order-moment (AOM) heuristic which is very similar in logic 
to the part-period-balancing method. This heuristic is based on the 
ratio of the expected time between orders (TBO) at adjacent levels of 
the product structure. The TBO is defined as the EOQ divided by the 
average demand for that component. Their heuristic adjusts setup 
costs between successively lower adjacent product structure levels. 
The effect of this adjustment is to increase parent-item lot sizes by 
reducing the number of setups required. Consequently, the adjusted 
setup costs is less than the setup costs prior to the adjustment. 
This results, of course, in an increase in the parent-item carrying 
costs. However, this increase, according to the authors, is more than 
offset by reduction in the parent-item setup costs and the resulting 
reduction in its component-part carrying costs. This adjusted setup 
cost is then used directly by the lot size models evaluated.
Performance is a function of inventory and setup costs and 
computer computation time. In terms of costs, the Adjusted Wagner- 
Whitin (AWW) model resulted in the lowest cost followed by AOM, WW, 
SM, and POQ respectively. The POQ model resulted in the highest cost 
solution yet had the lowest computation time of all models. As 
expected AWW and WW were the highest in terms of computation time. 
The AOM model tied with the SM model with regard to computation time.
The authors conclude that lot size models have a significant 
effect on performance. However, their study is deficient in that: 
(1) one lot size model was applied among all component levels; (2) 
three very simple product structures were tested individually, each
with five parts, and no multiple parents, (3) the time between orders 
is based on the assumptions of the EOQ model yet these assumptions are 
violated at the component level. Their simulation model is not 
adequate to describe a realistic operating environment for MRP system. 
However, their research provides some insights into the performance of 
various lot size models.
Biggs, Goodman, and Hardy (9) employed a modified version of 
Kriebel's (53) Factory II simulation model to evaluate different lot 
size models according to various measures of effectiveness —  setup 
and inventory carrying costs, inventory levels, stockouts, inventory 
turnover and utilization rate. The PPB, LFL, EOQ, WW, and POQ lot 
size models were compared. They concluded that different lot sizing 
rules cause a multi-stage, multi-product production inventory system 
to react differently when considering performance measures. It was 
also shown that EOQ rule was most effective for all criteria except 
the "inventory" levels. Three limiting aspects of their study were:
(1) a single demand pattern was used for all simulation runs, (2) a 
single lot size model was applied at all product structure levels, (3) 
they assumed demand was deterministic.
In a later study, Biggs (8) attempted to examine the interaction 
effect of different lot sizing and sequencing rules when used jointly, 
and so investigated the question of whether a lot sizing rule and a 
priority-dispatching rule should be selected independently or 
together. The study revealed significant interaction between the two, 
and the author concluded that these two rules should be selected 
together. The problem is that one combination which performs well 
using one criterion, might perform poorly according to other criteria.
Also the result of the study proved a significant main effect for
different lot sizing rules, as well as significant main effect for
different priority dispatching rules for all performance criteria.
In a recent article, Biggs, Hahn, and Pinto (10) suggest that the
choice of lot sizing rules would have long and short term effects on
capacity requirements. That is, there exist a dynamic relationship 
between the use of a lot sizing rule and capacity requirements; thus, 
they should be considered together rather than independently which is 
the usual case.
Four different lot sizing rules —  EOQ, LFL, PPB, WW —  three 
levels of capacity, and three different cost configurations were 
introduced into the model. It was shown that LFL is the most 
acceptable rule except under the condition where setup cost is highly 
significant compared to inventory carrying costs. Under this condi­
tion, PPB was recommended as the better rule. Also it was concluded
that WW rule does not perform as well as LFL and PPB rules under most
operating conditions, with respect to inventory carrying cost and
total carrying and setup costs.
This study made the assumption that, one lot sizing rule was 
applied at all levels of product structure. Additionally, no 
variation or uncertainty was introduced in the demand pattern.
Collier (30) examined the effect of multi-level lot size 
strategies on the work center loads in a MRP system. Selected 
combinations of lot-for-lot, economic-order-quantity, periodic- 
order-quantity, least-total-cost, and Wagner-Whitin lot size models 
were evaluated. Any two of these single-stage lot size models applied 
at the top and intermediate product structure levels results in a
multi-level lot-size strategy. He concluded that on a single criterion 
basis significant interactions occur between end-item and intermediate 
level lot size models. The study also suggested that LFL and EOQ 
models applied at the intermediate product structure level result in 
smoother load profiles, minimizing the need for management having to 
replan work center load profiles.
In another study (31), Collier compared eight different multi­
level size strategies across four different cost structures with setup 
to inventory carrying cost ratios ranging from 5/1 to 80/1. Lot size 
strategies applied were a combination of lot-for-lot, economic-order- 
quantity, period-order-quantity, least-total-costs and Wagner-Whitin 
models. The performance criteria were inventory related costs, capa­
city change costs (overtime) and variations in load profile. One 
end-item was used in a deterministic simulation with a constant 
demand.
High performer lot size strategies differed for different 
criteria and for different cost structure ratios. In three out of the 
four ratios —  5/1, 55/1, and 80/1 —  the LTC/LTC strategy resulted in
the lowest total setup and carrying costs. For 30/1 ratio this
strategy was the second best performer. The next best lot size 
strategies were the LFL/LFL, P0Q/P0Q, and WW/LFL. However, when the 
criterion was changed to include the overtime costs, LTC/LTC strategy 
was outperformed by LFL/LFL and other strategies containing EOQ or 
LFL.
With regard to the work center load variations, LFL/LFL strategy 
resulted in extremely low degree of variability. However, due to the
many setups and corresponding setup time, average load was highest for
LFL/LFL strategy in all cases. Also it was shown that EOQ can smooth 
out work center load, particularly with lower levels of cost 
structure. The author concludes that the lot size strategy is an 
important decision for capacity management as well as materials 
management.
In a follow up study (32), Collier examined the interaction 
between single-stage lot size models applied to different levels of 
the product structure. Four lot size strategies were compared. EOQ 
was used at the intermediate level in all four strategies. The four 
lot sizing rules applied at the end-item level were EOQ, WW, LTC, and 
POQ. The study was done on a single end-item with a relatively low 
level of component commonality (C=1.3). The demand pattern for this 
end-item had a coefficient of variation of 0.52. Cost structure was 
extended to include 102/1 ratio. It was concluded that the lot size 
model adopted at the end-item level did interact with the intermediate 
level lot size model (EOQ) to such an extent that significant 
differences were observed in system performance except when the cost 
structure ratio was extremely high. It was shown that the EOQ/EOQ 
strategy consistently resulted in high work-in-process inventory 
levels. However, the study did not rank the lot size strategies 
evaluated according to different performance measures.
This study also confirmed the result of his previous research in 
that the cost structure ratio affected the lot size strategy perfor­
mance. That is, a top performing lot size strategy at one cost struc­
ture ratio was a poor performer at a different cost structure ratio. 
However, this behavior of lot size strategies was stabilized, to a 
great extent, once the cost structure ratio approached 80/1 level.
Lot Sizing and Demand Variability
Specific lot size models tend to perform better for certain types 
of demand patterns and degrees of demand variability. However, the 
majority of the studies have been for single stage systems where 
performance was based on two criteria: inventory carrying costs and
setup costs. As the system modeled becomes more complex and the 
number of performance criteria increases, it has yet to be resolved as 
to how the nature of demand affects lot size selection. The nature of 
demand can be described as to the degree of demand variability, the 
type of demand pattern, and the degree of demand uncertainty.
Kaimann (49) employed an analytical method for defining the
degree of demand variability. He defines a "coefficient of demand
variation" which describes the degree of demand variation (standard
deviation of weekly demand divided by the average weekly demand). 
Seven demand patterns, with different coefficient of variations which 
ranged from zero to 3.31, were used to evaluate two lot size models. 
The total demand requirements over the planning horizon was kept
constant. Three different ratios of setup to inventory carrying cost 
were used in the analysis.
Kaimann concluded that when the coefficient of variation is less 
than 0.5 for any of the three setup/carrying cost ratios, the EOQ 
model performed better than WW model. For coefficient of variation of
0.5 or more, the WW model performed better than EOQ model.
Berry's (5) study also used this measure to compare POQ, LTC, and 
the WW models. He evaluated these lot size models for single stage 
systems in terms of setup and inventory carrying costs. Berry con­
cluded that the performance of the lot sizing techniques studies
differed when the variability of the end-item demand was changed- In 
other words, there appeared to be significant interaction between lot 
sizing rules studied and the levels of coefficient of variation. 
Berry also concluded that least-total-cost rule seemed to be a 
reasonable lot sizing model for a material requirements planning 
system since this technique represents an effective trade off between 
inventory costs and computation time. However, this conclusion cannot 
simply be extended to a multi-stage production system.
Callarman and Mabert (24) used part-period-balancing lot sizing 
technique in a rather comprehensive study aimed at examining the 
effect of different operating conditions on the performance of a 
hypothetical production-inventory system. One of the variables they 
incorporated in their model was variation in demand, measured by the 
coefficient of variation (Cv). Four levels of Cv were used, zero, 
which represented constant demand, .52, 1.8, and 3.5, which repre­
sented a very large variation in demand. It was concluded that demand 
variability had a significant effect on the performance of the system 
as measured by the service level. It was explained that as the Cv 
increases, the peaks in demand gets larger and the safety stock would 
cover less of the total demand.
Lot Sizing and Demand Uncertainty
Another characteristic of demand relates to the demand uncer­
tainty. Demand uncertainty is associated with the probability distri­
bution of forecast errors in any single period. When the error term 
e(i,t) —  the forecast error for item i in period t —  equals zero, 
the demand for that item is described as being deterministic. The
bulk of studies related to lot sizing in MRP systems have dealt 
strictly with the deterministic demand environment. .
Eisenhut (39) pioneered the research on the effect of forecast 
errors on the performance of an inventory system. He examined the 
effect of different levels of forecast error on the total inventory 
costs using classical EOQ model. He concluded that inventory and 
setup costs were not significantly affected by significant errors in 
the forecast. Eisenhut's conclusions were challenged by Hardy (46) on 
the basis that the assumed average inventory was required to be Q/2. 
This requirement came about because Eisenhut's formulation required a 
constant actual level of demand different from the forecast. Although 
Eisenhut's study and Hardy's critique were limited to EOQ model, they 
added a new dimension to the study of inventory models in the 
dependent demand environment.
Kaimann (50) introduced safety stock for uncertainty of demand 
during the lead time and compared EOQ and dynamic programming models. 
The general conclusion was that dynamic programming was superior when 
demand deviated from constancy. As demand grew increasingly volatile, 
the dynamic programming approach became increasingly superior.
Whybark and Williams (91) represented some informative results 
with respect to material requirements planning under uncertainty. 
Their simulation analysis focused on evaluating two inventory oriented 
buffering techniques, safety lead time and safety stock, for a single 
component item. They recommended using safety lead time under con­
ditions of uncertainty in timing and safety stock under conditions of 
quantity uncertainty.
Although their study did not directly address the question of
which lot sizing technique to use, it was a warning to the fact that 
demand uncertainty might have direct impact on the relative perfor­
mance of the lot sizing techniques.
Callarman and Mabert (24) introduced uncertainty of demand as 
another variable in their simulation model. This variable was 
characterized by the amount of forecast error (FE) present. The 
measure of forecast error used was the average of the absolute value 
of the difference between the forecast of demand and the actual demand 
divided by the average demand. Four values of forecast error were 
used in their research, zero, ten, twenty-five, and fifty percent. It 
was concluded that forecast errors greater than twenty-five percent, 
particularly when combined with the higher coefficient of variation 
(Cv), had significant effect on the performance of the system.
Also, Callarman and Hamrin (23) examined the effect of the 
different levels of forecast error on the relative performance of 
different lot sizing models. As expected, a high degree of interac­
tion between lot sizing techniques and amount of forecast error 
appeared to exist. For example, PPB resulted in much lower total 
costs for small FE, but the increase in total costs for large FE was 
great. However, they could not specify preferences for one lot sizing 
routine for an uncertain demand environment.
Lot Sizing and Product Structure
Another factor which has only recently received some attention is 
the difference between the product structures of different end-items, 
and their potential impact on the relative performance of different 
lot sizing procedures. The measure that has been used to describe
this characteristic of product structure is called the 'degree of
commonality* (29). This measure deals with the degree of common
component parts among one or more end-items. The degree of
commonality exhibited by a set of products will differ by industry and
by product line within that industry. For example, a high degree of 
commnality exists when common forging is used to make several wrench 
sizes. Likewise, the raw material used to make different colors of 
polyester cloth represents a high degree of commonality. It seems 
justifiable to hypothesize that a set of end-items with high common 
parts is expected to present more erratic and lumpy dependent demand 
patterns than a set with no component commonality.
Collier (30) examined the impact of component commonality on work 
center load in a material requirements planning system. He introduced 
two levels of commonality, high and no. Two conclusions resulted from 
his analysis. First, the aggregate load variations were higher for 
high-commonality items. This is understandable since in the case of 
no-commonality MRP would treat each item sepai-ately. Therefore, the 
planned lot sizes would be smaller and more dispersed overall than in 
the case of high-commonality. This accounts for lower load variations 
for the no-commonality product structure set. Second, the average 
weekly planned load in terms of total machine hours required for 
no-commonality averaged about ten percent higher than for high- 
commonality for any one lot size strategy. This second observation is 
directly due to the additional setup time required by the no­
commonality items.
In a recent study (33) Collier attempted to investigate the 
effects of alternative product structures on MRP system performance.
He applied three different lot size models —  lot-for-lot, economic- 
order-quantity, and least-total-costs -- over four different product 
structures, each exhibiting a specific degree of component 
commonality.
A major finding of this study was the significant effect that the 
degrees of commonality had on different cost criteria. In particular, 
total costs decreased with increasing level of commonality for all 
three lot size models applied. The research results also indicated 
significant differences among the three different lot size models 
applied, for each level of commonality. As a result of this and some 
previous studies, Collier recommended component part standardization 
which, according to for each level of commonality. As a result of 
this and some previous studies, Collier recommended component part 
standardization which, according to him, would not only result in cost 
benefits due to engineering efficiencies, but also from operational 
efficiencies.
Summary and Conclusion
A rather extensive review of the literature concerning material 
requirements planning and factors affecting the choice of different 
lot size models has been presented.
Material requirements planning has gained increasing recognition 
by practitioners as well as academicians over the last decade. 
Different lot sizing rules have been generated and used to improve the 
economic efficiency of MRP. The selection of appropriate lot sizing 
rules has been the subject of research as early as the introduction of 
MRP itself. Different operating conditions such as: product struc­
ture, cost structure, capacity limitation, and degree of variability 
in demand pattern have been shown to have significant effects on the 
choice of lot sizing models.
Lot sizing techniques tend to show different levels of perfor­
mance when applied at different levels of product structure. A number 
of joint lot size strategies have been examined for their comparative 
performances according to different criteria. Most of the studies, 
however, have been limited in scope and, consequently, their results 
cannot be generalized. From this literature survey it is apparent 
that further research needs to be accomplished incorporating more 
characteristics of multi-stage, multi-product production-inventory 
control systems.
For a lot sizing technique to be of any value to a practitioner, 
it should be ascertained that it can perform well in a real world 
situation similar to that prevailing in his/her system. In other 
words, for any lot sizing study to be significant, it should at least 
examine a range of values for some of the most important operating 
conditions in a MRP environment, and be able to suggest better 
performing lot size strategies contingent on a variety of situations.
This study is an attempt toward answering some of the questions 
raised above with regard to lot sizing, demand uncertainty, demand 





To achieve the objectives of this study, a large scale computer 
simulation model is employed. It is a hypothetical multi-stage 
multi-product production inventory system containing four inventory 
levels: raw materials, parts, subassemblies and finished goods. Some
versions of the model have been used by previous researchers (8, 9, 
10, 53). A general schematic diagram of the system and the physical 
flows within it are presented in Figure 3.1.
The model represents a factory involved in fabrication, assembly, 
and manufacture of industrial products. It incorporates the capacity 
for stochastic forecasting of end-items demands. As the demand for 
the end products is forecasted, the simulation, using an MRP sub­
routine, makes decisions according to the lot size strategies and then 
releases the production lots for possible processing. When processing 
on a lot is completed, the lot is made available as input to the next 
higher stage; or in the case of final products, is made available to 
meet external demand. During the operation of the system, various 
performance statistics are collected to help the analysis of the 
results.
The model consists of an initialization phase, a planning phase, 
and an execution phase. Product structures, shop configuration, and 
demand data are input during the initialization phase. The planning
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phase is monthly and consist of forecasts, material requirements 
planning, lot sizing, and order release routines. The execution phase 
executes the production plan developed in the planning phase. If the 
order is a manufacturing order, it is released to the shop (accepted) 
or not released to the shop (rejected) based on the availability of 
its required materials. Purchased items are assumed to be available 
when needed, i.e., no raw material shortage. Figure 3.2 represents a 
macro-flow chart of the simulation model. In this figure, N is the 
total number of periods in a simulation run; n is the transient 
period; a, b, and c stand for different levels of demand variability; 
and d and e stand for different levels of forecast error.
The simulation model is capable of simulating different types of 
shop structures, product structures, and demand patterns. With regard 
to shop structure, in each of the three departments —  finished goods, 
subassemblies, and parts -- there exists a machine group with adequate 
capacity to process the entire production plan in each period 
(unlimited capacity). Each department requires the same type of labor 
skills and therefore, labor is perfectly transferable within each 
department. However, due to differences in skills required, workers 
may not be transferred from one department to another. Limited 
overtime capacity is available in each department for situations when 
the labor requirements exceed the available labor force.
Parameters related to the products include inventory and bill of 
material. Each item is assumed to be inventoriable. The inventory 
record consist of the following information for each item:
(1) starting inventory
(2) planned lead time
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FIGURE 3.2 A Macro-flou/chart of the Simulation Model
(3) setup cost per order
(4) inventory value per unit
The bills of material for each end-item is constructed according 
to low or high commonality measure and is inputed in the initiali­
zation phase. Setup time per order and run time per item are also 
introduced as input in the initialization phase. Forecasts of demand 
are generated based on the actual demand for the corresponding items. 
This issue will be dealt with after clarifying the subject of lot 
sizing. The product and cost structure, demand data, and all other 
parameters related to the operation of the simulation model are 
explained in Appendix C.
Joint Lot Size Strategies
As noted in Chapter I, the main emphasis of this study is to 
evaluate joint lot size strategies in combination with some operating 
conditions in a multi-product multi-stage setting. The lot sizing 
rules to be examined have been carefully selected from the literature. 
The reason for selecting these rules is two-folded. First, they have 
proven to have better performance characteristics based on the 
previous research results. Second, they are purported to be used in 
actual firms because of their understandability to the practitioner 
and their necessary informational inputs (5). That is, the practi­
tioner has the necessary ability, information, and time within his 
firm to use the particular rule. This emphasis on informational
M
capabilities of the practitioners is necessary to enhance the 
applicability of this research.
The major problem in testing joint lot size strategies is the
combinatorial problem. There are many lot sizing rules available. 
Orlicky (68) lists the following nine lot sizing rules as being those 
most recognized:
1. Fixed order quantity (FOQ)
2. Economic order quantity (EOQ)
3. Lot for lot (LFL)
4. Fixed period requirements (FPR)
5. Period order quantity (POQ)
6. Least unit cost (LUC)
7. Least total cost (LTC)
8 . Part period balancing (PPB)
9. Wagner-Whitin algorithm (WW)
Testing all combinations of only four lot size models at only three
3product structure levels would require (4) = 64 combinations.
However, there are two bases for reducing the potential number of 
combinations. First, product structures are normally viewed as 
composed of three general levels. The "top" level is usually the 
end-item level only; the "intermediate" level consists of all manu­
factured subassemblies and component parts; and the "lower" level 
consists of all raw materials and purchased items. Each of these 
general product structure levels have similar characteristics. For 
example, the top level items are forecasted; intermediate items are 
made in-house; and lower level items are purchased. Since this 
research assumes that raw materials are always available, the lower 
levels can be ignored. By applying joint lot size models to the top 
and intermediate levels, a considerable number of combinations will be 
reduced. Figure 3.3 is an example of applying a multi-level lot size
strategy at the top and intermediate levels. Raw materials are not 




FIGURE 3.3 An Example of a Multi-Level Lot Size Strategy
The second factor that allows one to reduce the potential number 
of combinations relates to the characteristics of each lot size model. 
Excessive computation time, poor performance, and increasing system 
nervousness are major characteristics that are detrimental to the 
efficient operation of a MRP system. Therefore, lot size models which 
have exhibited such characteristics are not examined in this study. 
The twelve lot size strategies employed in this research are combi­
nations of lot size models which have been reported superior, on 
comparison bases, by the previous researchers.
Most of the lot size models have exhibited different levels of 
performance according to their application in the end-item (top 
level), versus intermediate level item. Therefore, the lot sizes that 
are employed in this research are selected based on their respective 
performance in relation to the top or intermediate levels of product 
structure. The five lot size models selected are as follows:
1. Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)
This is the classic Wilson Economic Order Quantity model. This 
rule has been used extensively by practitioners, and, according to 
Orlicky (68), it is one of the techniques that has been misapplied. 
EOQ will be applied at the end-item level in this research not only 
because of its extensive application in practice, but also due to the 
fact that it has proved to be a high performing rule according to 
different criteria (9, 23).
In spite of the fact that assumptions of EOQ model will be 
violated in a dependent demand environment, this model, because of its 
insensitivity, has also proved to be a high performer at the inter­
mediate level (30, 31). To further examine the performance of EOQ at 
the intermediate level, in conjunction with some lot sizing techniques 
at the top level, this model is also applied at the intermediate level 
in this study.
It should be pointed out that the EOQ logic must be modified in a 
MRP environment. If the EOQ is less than the net requirements, the 
programmer has several choices. They include: defaulting to LFL,
defaulting to a very large fixed order quantity, or placing another 
EOQ one time period earlier (31). In this study, the EOQ model will 
default to LFL whenever necessary.
2. Wagner-Whitin Algorithm (WW)
This method has long been acclaimed as the optimal lot size model 
(67). It is an optimizing procedure based on dynamic programming. 
Kaimann (49) compared EOQ and WW. He concluded that as demand 
variability increased (for values of Cv greater than 0.5), WW model
performed better than EOQ. Recent research, however, is not as 
conclusive in regard to Wagner-Whitin algorithm, particularly in terms 
of multi-level lot size strategy and computation time (60). Steele 
(79) concluded that dynamic lot sizing at the intermediate level could 
be disasterous. In fact, Wagner-Whitin is sensitive and requires much 
computation time for intermediate levels and therefore, in this study 
it will be applied only at end-item level.
3. Periodic Order Quantity (POQ)
This model utilizes the EOQ model to determine a constant time 
interval between replenishment orders and the order quantity varies to 
exactly meet demand requirements. When used at the end-item level, 
POQ has exhibited poor performance compared to other models. Berry's
(5) and McLaren's (60) studies support this statement. However POQ 
has an advantage over EOQ model, when used in a material requirements 
planning environment, in that it does not produce remnant inventories 
and, consequently, it may perform well as a depednent demand 
environment model. Therefore POQ model will be applied only at the 
intermediate level in this research.
4. Lot For Lot (LFL)
Using this rule, the lot size ordered is exactly that amount 
needed in the immediate period. It will have a stabilizing effect on 
capacity and requires less computation time. However, in a system 
with very long machine setup times in relation to operation or run 
times, this rule could foreseeably cause most of the available 
capacity to be allocated to setup time.
Most of the joint lot size studies to date —  Theisen (84), 
Steele (79), Collier (30, 31) —  have supported LFL as one of the most 
acceptable rules, except under condition of high setup costs, at the 
intermediate level. Therefore this rule is applied only at the
intermediate level in this research.
5. Least Total Costs (LTC)
This is, in fact, Gorham's (43) version of the economic- 
order-quantity technique. It is very similar in logic to the econo- 
mic-order-quantity method. It assumes that the total inventory costs 
related to lot size decision will be a minimum when the ordering costs 
are equal to the inventory carrying costs.
Least-total-costs method is based on the concept of an economic 
part-period (EPP). Gorham divides the setup, or ordering, cost by the 
per period, per unit carrying cost and calls this expression the 
"quantity factor" or "part-period." A part-period is one part held in 
inventory for one period. For example, fifty parts held in inventory 
for one period or ten parts held for five periods are equivalent. In 
LTC, the part-periods are cumulatively calculated from the first 
period until they exceed the economic part-period, at which time an 
order is placed.
Berry (5) advocates the simplicity of the least-total-costs model 
as well as its low costs ordering plans. Biggs (8 , 10) concludes that 
LTC performs well under most operating conditions. Callarman (23) 
indicated that LTC performed well for small value of forecast error 
and its performance drastically changed when FE went from .2 to .4. 
It should be noted, however, that in all these studies, the authors
used the least total costs technique but referred to it as part- 
period-balancing method.
Most of the studies on the performance of LTC model are those 
which applied a single lot sizing rule at all levels of product 
structure. To determine how LTC performs at the intermediate level in 
combination with other lot-size models, this technique is applied at 
both top and intermediate levels in this study.
The joint lot size strategies applied in this study are as 
follows:













These combinations should provide enough diversity to satisfy theore­
tical as well as practical considerations. These lot-size strategies 
form the basis and suggest a path for subsequent research. It should 
be noted, however, that one lot size strategy could be the best model 
for a given criterion yet not be the best model for another one.
It should also be noted here that the cost structure of the 
production system directly affects the performance of the various lot 
size models. Therefore, the performance of the lot size strategies
experimented with should be interpreted in light of the cost structure 
applied in this study. In this research monthly inventory carrying 
costs are set at a constant 2% of inventory values for all simulation 
runs. Setup costs are directly proportional to setup time. Setup 
times and processing times are independent of the order of production. 
Moreover, these items are predetermined and remained constant through­
out the simulation. The transportation time between machines is 
included in the setup time.
End-Item Demand Uncertainty
The demand for each end production is stochastic with a known 
pattern. The demand patterns are introduced to the simulation model 
as input data. The monthly forecasts are made by means of the basic 
underlying pattern for each product demand. The forecast for product 
i in period t is given by equation 1 below:
F(i,t) = D(i,t) + e(i,t) (1)
for i = 1, 2, ..., n
where D(i,t) is the actual demand for product i in period t, and
e(i,t) is a normally distributed random error with a mean of zero and 
2a variance of 0“ (i,t).
To obtain a probability of .99 that the forecasted demand F(i,t) 
will be within a certain percentage of the actual demand D(i,t), we 
can proceed as follows:
P(-2.58 *^2.58) * .99 (2)
P(D(i,t) - 2.58 or(i,t) ^F(i,t)^D(i,t) + 2.58 <r-(i,t)) = .99 (3)
In other words, for a forecasted demand to be within a certain per­
centage of actual demand 99% of the time, we will have:
F(i,t) = D(i,t) ± 2.58 <T(i,t) (4)
Demand uncertainty is associated with probability distribution of 
forecast errors in any single period t. The error term in equation 1 
represents the degree of demand uncertainty. If the error term equals 
zero, the demand is described as being deterministic. If not, then 
the demand is described as being stochastic.
A conventional measure of degree of demand uncertainty is the 
forecast error, FE, obtained as the average of the absolute value of 
the difference between the forecast of demand and the actual demand 
divided by average demand (see 22, 23, 24). This measure is mathe­
matically defined as:
f- F(i,t)-D(i,t) (5)
where: FE = Forecast error as a percentage of average demand,
F(i,t) - Demand forecast for product i in period t,
D(i,t) = Actual demand for product i in period t,
D(i) = Average demand for product i, 
n = number of periods.
This forecast error measure is used in this study. Two levels of 
demand uncertainty, high and low, are introduced. High demand uncer­
tainty is associated with a forecast error of FE = .40. Low demand 
uncertainty is associated with a forecast error of FE - .10.
The selection of the above forecast error values is not arbi­
trary. Different values of FE, ranging from zero to fifty percent,
have been used by Callarman and Mabert (24). The authors concluded 
that forecast errors greater than twenty five percent, particularly 
when combined with the higher values of the coefficient of variation, 
had a significant effect on the performance of the system. However, 
their study was not directed to comparing different lot size models.
In a later study by Callarman and Hamrin (23), the effect of two 
levels of forecast error, .2 and .4, on the relative performance of 
lot size models was examined. Although they could identify high
interaction between lot-sizing techniques and amount of forecast 
error, their study did not yield any conclusive result. It was not 
clear, however, whether they applied the lot-sizing rules only at the 
end item level, or at all levels of product structure. However, they 
did not apply different lot sizing models at the top and intermediate 
level, as is the purpose of this study.
End-Item Demand Variability
Demand variability is associated with the degree of variability 
in the entire demand pattern. Kaimann's (49) research provides an
analytical method for defining the degree of demand variability. He
defines a "coefficient of variation" which describes the degree of 
demand variation in a demand pattern. Kaimann defines the coefficient 
of variation as the standard deviation of demand divided by the
average demand, i.e.:
Coefficient of Demand Variation (Cv) = d (8)
where <rj - the standard deviation of monthly demand,
= the average period demand for product i.
A high value for Cv would indicate highly variable demand while a low 
value of Cv would indicate "smooth" demand over the planning horizon.
It should be noted, however, that Cv cannot be considered as a 
comprehensive measure of demand variability. The coefficient of 
demand variation (Cv) can be identical for two end-item demand streams 
yet the demand patterns could be different. In fact demand patterns 
can be described as being continuous or discontinuous, and having a 
trend and/or seasonal component or not.
In their studies, Berry (5), Callarman (22, 23, 24) and Collier 
(34) used the coefficient of demand variation as defined by Kaimann. 
The results of these studies indicate that significant interactions 
exist between the performance of different lot sizing rules and 
various levels of coefficient of variation, as a measure of demand 
variability.
Three values of Cv are applied in this research. A value of Cv = 
.2 is used to represent a smooth demand pattern. Values of .8 and 1.4 
for Cv are applied to represent moderate and highly variable demand 
patterns, respectively.
Table 3.1 is an example of the three different demand patterns 
evaluated in this study. Only three end-items are shown in this 
table. Each demand pattern is used for all end-items.
TABLE 3.1
Examples of End-Itera Demand Patterns
Demand
Pattern Cv - .20 CV = 80 CV = 1.4
''"'End-item No.
Pe r i o d ^ ' ^ ^ v ^ ^ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 35 52 70 15 24 40 6 16 35
2 39 56 75 18 32 95 12 16 40
3 42 60 77 24 76 150 12 28 195
4 45 61 81 57 120 205 21 32 350
5 46 65 88 90 164 175 24 156 250
6 49 71 100 123 140 130 117 280 30
7 53 80 102 105 104 50 210 200 20
8 60 81 107 78 40 40 150 24 10
9 61 86 100 30 32 30 18 16 10
10 64 80 67 24 24 20 12 8 10
11 60 53 58 18 16 25 6 8 20
12 40 47 65 12 20 30 6 8 20
Total Demand 594 792 990 695 793 990 695 793 990
Product Structure
Material requiremrnts planning recognizes the relationship 
between the product structure and the production process. In fact, as 
an input to MRP, the product structure (bill of material) has a direct 
impact on the entire MRP planning process. However, until recently, 
research t quantify produuct structure chracteristics and to assess 
the impact of product structure on system performance or lot size 
selection has almost been lacking.
Collier (29) introduced an analytical measure for product struc­
ture which he called "degree of commonality." The degree of 
commonality relates to the extent of common component parts among one 
or more end-items. This measure explains the "parent-component"
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relationship which was referred to in Chapter I. A "parent-item" is 
any inventory item that has one or more component parts. A "com- 
ponent-item" is any inventory item other than an end-item, that goes 
into one or more higher level items. An "end-item" is any final 
output subject to a sales forecast. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
"parent-component" relationship. In this figure, items 1 through 4, 
which have component parts,
FIGURE 3.4 An Example of Parent-Component Relationship
are parent-items. Items 2 through 8 are component-parts (they all 
have parents). Item number 1 is also called an end-item. Collier 
defines this parent-component relationship as follows;
c+1
S<f>j
Degree of Commonality (C) = j=i+l
Where the number of
c 1 $ C ^ 3 (9)
 immediate parents component j has 
for some set of end-items
c the total number of distinct components in the 
set of end-items





The lower bound on the degree of commonality is one (no-commonality). 
The upper bound on the degree of commonality for a set of end-items is 
0 (complete commonality). Complete commonality results when the 
total number of distinct components (c) equals one.
Collier explains:
"Defining this product structure measure over some set of end-items 
provide the user with an aggregate measure of commonality for his 
specific application. That is, the measure can be applied to all 
company items, a family (product line) of end-items, or just one 
end-item. Such a measure allows the user some flexibility in 
applying it to his type and variety of products (29)."
Figure 3.5 illustrates the use of this measure for sets of two 
end-items (numbered 1 and 2). Calculation of degrees of commonality 
(C) is shown below each case.
CASE I CASE II CAS? 111
Z
6
l+l+l+lC C = 2+1+2+3+4
C = 1 .0 
No-Commonality <~
C =  1 . 4 C =  2 . 4
 > High-Commonality
FIGURE 3.5 Computation Examples for the Degree of Commonality
The potential usefulness of this measure is hypothesized to be in 
predicting system performance and multi-level lot size selection. A 
set of end-items with high common parts is expected to present more 
erratic and lumpy dependent demand patterns. Also the nature of the
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product structure and end-item demand uncertainty, as well as end-item 
demand variability, is expected to interact and affect system per­
formance.
Collier's (30) study used this measure of product structure to 
evaluate the impact of component commonality and lot sizing on work 
center load in a material requirements planning based system. 
Although the results supported the hypothesis that significant 
interaction existed between different levels of component commonality 
and planned load profile on the one hand and between lot size 
strategies and work center load profile on the other hand, there was 
no mention of the impact of different levels of component commonality 
on selection of lot size strategies.
Two levels of component commonality, no-commonality and high- 
commonality, are incorporated into the simulation model for this 
research. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are examples of high and no-commonality 
product structure for a set of three end-items, respectively. The 
values of the component commonality (C) in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are 2.6 
and 1, respectively.
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FIGURE 3.6 An Example of High-Commonality Product Structure Set
FIGURE 3.7 An Example of No-Commonality Product Structure Set
In introducing the degree of commonality as a product structure 
measure, Collier, (29) considered C - 2.2 as a high level of
commonality. In a later study (30) he used a level of C - 2.5 as 
representing high-commonality in the product structure set of three 
end-items. No lower bound has been defined as to what should be 
considered high-commonality. An inspection of Figure 3.6 reveals that 
many common components and subassemblies are used in the product 
structure of the three end-items shown. This is referred to as an 
example of high-commonality product structure set. However, a higher 
level f component commonality, C = 5.66, can be seen in Figure 3.8 for 
the set of three end-items, which contain the same number of 
components as in Figure 3.6.
A value of C = 2.7 is applied to represent high-commonality 
product structure in this study. This selection is based on two 
reasons. First, a product structure set with such high component 
commonality as shown in Figure 3.8 is more of an exception than a rule 
in practice. Second, it is intended that the findings of this study be 
compared with those of the previous research in this area.
FIGURE 3.8 An Example of High-Commonality Product Structure Set
In both the high and no-commonality product structure sets 
indentical sets of end-items are being produced. The following 
parameters are exactly the same in both sets: (1) number of levels,
(2) run and setup times per operation, and (3) lead times. For 
example, assume item number 7 in Figure 3.6 required a run and setup 
time of 2 and 50 minutes, respectively. For the no-commonality 
product structure set this item becomes item number 10. Therefore, 
item number 10 for the no-commonality product structure set would 
require a run and setup time of 2 and 50 minutes, respectively.
Moreover, these two product structure sets (high and no­
commonality) are suject to identical shop structure, cost structure, 
capacity and demand parameters. The major difference between thse two 
product structure sets is how the MRP logic and lot size strategies 
handle the planning of orders.
Research Hypotheses
Before discussing the experimental design and the statistical 
methods used, it would be appropriate to outline the hypotheses of 
this study. In view of the research objectivs described in Chapter I,
and in light of the discussion about performance of lot size
strategies in MRP systems with different end-item demand variability, 
end-item demand uncertainty, and end-item component commonality, the 
hypotheses of this research may now be stated. These hypotheses are 
outlined below as null hypotheses in order to be amenable for statis­
tical testing:
Null Hypothesis No. 1 The lot size strategies (i.e., the joint 
lot sizes defied earlier) has no significant effect on the system 
performance.
Null Hypothesis No. 2 Demand uncertainty has no significant
effect on the system performance.
Null Hypothesis No. 3 Demand variabilty has no significant
effect on the system performance.
Null Hypothesis No. 4 The degree of commonality has no signi­
ficant effect on the system performance.
Null Hypothesis No. 5 Levels of demand uncertainty do not affect 
the performance of the lot size strategies.
Null Hypothesis No. 6 Levels of demand variability do not affect 
the performance of the lot size strategies.
Null Hypothesis No. 7 Levels of component commonality do not 
affect the performance of the lot size strategies.
Null Hypothesis No. 8 No one lot size strategy performs best for 
a given set of factors.
System performance is measured using performance mesures discussed in 
a later section of this chapter.
Experimental Design
In order to outline the experimental design adopted for pursuing the 
objectives of this research, the various factors which are subject to 
experimental control and their levels are summarized in Table 3.2.
To observe any possible main and interaction effect of all four 
factors, a full factorial design of dimension 12x2x3x2 = 144 is 
adopted for the purposes of this research. For increasing the degrees 
of freedom for error and, consequently the power of the statistical 
tests, ten replications are performed for each cell. Therefore, 144 
simulation runs with 10 replications in each run are carried out. 
This results in 1440 observations on which classical analysis of 
variance is performed for testing the stated hypotheses. The experi­
mental design for this research is depicted in Figure 3.9.
TABLE 3.2
Summary of Factors and Their Levels
Factor Level Description












Degree of Demand 1 Low: FE = 10%
Uncertainty 2 High: FE = 40%
Degree of Demand 1 No: Cv = .20
Variability 2 Moderate: Cv = .80
3 High: Cv = 1.40
Degree of Component 1 No-Commonality: C = 1
Commonality 2 High-Commonality: C = 2.7
Demand
Variability Cv * .2 Cv = .8 Cv = 1.4
Demand
Uncertainty FE = .1 FE = .4 FE = .1 FE = .4 FE = .1 FE = .4
Level of 






FIGURE 3.9 - The Experimental Design
Elimination of Transient Effects
One of the major problems that confront most simulation models is 
that of starting conditions. In many cases, the performance of a 
simulation model may be influenced considerably by the initial 
conditions, i.e., the set of initial values of the system variables. 
This may cause the performance of the system to be biased until it 
attains an equilibrium or steady state. Several possible courses of 
action have been suggested to remedy this situation (see 61 and 65). 
One popular approach, which is adopted in this study, is to allow the 
simulation model to operate for an initial interval of time, then 
discard the data generated during this transient or warm-up period.
Usually simulation models are subjected to criticism with respect 
to statistical independence of samples, which is prerequisite for 
classical analysis of variance. In many cases, such independence is 
assumed. However, since common initial conditions and a common 
sequence of variables may cause the samples to be dependent, the 
time-block method is applied in this research to avoid this pitfall. 
That is, after the transient period, data are collected for a twelve
month period. As simulation model continues to operate no data are
collected for a blocking period of twelve months, after which the
second replication is carried out and relevant data is collected. 
This procedure is continued until an adequate sample of replications, 
ten in this case, is obtained.
Statistical Tests
In order to test the null hypotheses, classical analysis of
variance techniques is utilized. Analysis of variance techniques
require a number of major assumptions, i.e., independent of obser­
vations, normality of populations and equality of variances.
In this study, the requirement of independence is assumed to be 
fulfilled by using the interrupt-block approach to data collection 
mentioned above. The requirements of normality and homoscedasticity 
are presumably satisfied. This assumption is based on two considera­
tions. First, the error term in demand forecasts has a normal
distribution. Second, it has been shown that moderate departures from 
the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity do not seriously 
affect the sampling distributions of key test statistics, in 
particular the F statistic (28).
The F tests, in the context of analysis of variance, however, are 
primarily useful in indicating whether or not significant main and 
interaction effects of the factors exist. They do not shed much light 
on the ranking of the factor levels with respect to each of the 
performance measures. For example, analysis of variance may indicate 
that variation in total inventory costs between the levels of the 
factor lot size strategy, for a given set of other factors is 
significant, but no indication will be obtained regarding which lot 
size strategy is the most desirable one or how the different 
strategies compare with one another in terms of total inventory costs. 
For making such comparisons Duncan multiple range test, which is a 
pairwise multiple comparison procedure, is utilized.
Performance Measures
The set of measures of effectiveness employed in this research 
for evaluating system performance are as follows:
1. Inventory carrying costs
2. Setup costs
3. Total setup and carrying costs
4. Total cost (sum of the setup, carrying, overtime, and
stockout costs)
5. Total overtime hours
6. Total undertime hours
7. Total number of setups
8. Total number of stockout occasions
9. Total number of units short
A combination of these measures should be adequate to explain the 
behavior of the system with respect to different experimental factors.
Although all of the above measures are applied to collect various sta­
tistics, only some of them are evaluated directly for testing research 
hypotheses. Others are used to help explain the overall results of 
the simulation study.
Summary
A simulation model of multi-stage, multi-product production
inventory system is used as a vehicle for this research. A variety of
system variables and parameters are incorporated into the model. To 
examine the impact of those variables on the performance of the 
system, a full factorial design is utilized. The main and interaction 
effects of the following factors are evaluated; twelve levels of lot 
size strategy, two levels of demand uncertainty, three levels of 
end-item demand variability, and two levels of component commonality. 
Ten replications are performed within each cell to produce adequate
amounts of data based on which classical analysis of variance is 
performed to test a set of stated hypotheses. A comprehensive set of 
performance measures is employed.
Far from complete, the research will hopefully provide new 
insight on using MRP and help production managers in systems with 
characteristics similar to those of the simulated model make more 
efficient lot size decisions. More importantly, it is hoped that this 
research will open some new avenues toward more comprehensive, 





In the previous chapter the statistical tests and ranking proce­
dures applied in this research were discussed. This chapter contains 
the analysis and interpretation of the statistical tests performed on 
the data generated from the simulation model. A summary of these 
findings and the conclusions are included in the next chapter.
Tests of Hypotheses
The null hypotheses formulated in Chapter III concerning the main 
and interaction effects of the factors on each of the dependent varia­
bles are tested by analysis of variance. These results, presented in 
Tables A.l through A. 15 in Appendix A, are summarized in Table 4.1.
The summary of the F tests, shown in Table 4.1, indicates that 
the main effects due to all factors are significant with respect to 
each of the nine criteria at the .05 level, with only two exceptions. 
The factor "degree of uncertainty" has no discernible effect at the 
.05 level of significance on two of the response variables, namely, 
total undertime hours and total number of setups.
In the following pages each of the hypotheses presented in Chap­
ter III will be tested using the results of the statistical analysis 
presented in Tables A.l through A. 15 and the summary Table 4.1. To 
further support the discussion, the results of the Duncan's multiple 




SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Factors3
Performance Measures
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1 x 2 N.S. k k k k k k k k N.S. k k N.S. N.S.
1 x 3 irk N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.
1 x 4 irk k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k
2 x 3 irk N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. k k k k N.S.
2 x 4 irk irk k it k k n n k k k N.S. N.S.
3 x 4 k k k k N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. k k N.S. N.S.
1 x 2 x 3 k N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.
1 x 2 x 4 irk k k k k k k k k N.S. k k N.S. N.S.
1 x 3 x 4 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.
2 x 3 x 4 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.
1 x 2 x 3 x 4 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.
^indicates significant main or interaction effect at ̂  = .05 level. 





4. Lot size strategy
TABLE 4.1 (Continued)
b . Performance Measures":
CC = Inventory carrying costs
SC = Setup costs
TSC = Total setup and carrying costs
TC = Total costs (sum of the setup, carrying, overtime
and stockout or lost sales costs)
OH = Total overtime hours (all departments)
UH = Total undertime hours (all departments)
NS = Total number of setups (all departments)
NSO = Total number of stockout occasions
NUS = Total number of units short = total number of lost
sale units
•‘'All performance measures are in terms of the planning horizon (twelve 
periods). This description of the performance measures 1 through 9 
holds for all subsequent tables.
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be utilized. In the following discussion the terms "best" and "worst" 
are used only in the relative, not in the statistical sense, although 
the analyses are dependent on statistical tests. In all the tables 
with regard to ranking, "A" stands for the best performance (or 
performer), or a class of best performers; "B" stands for second best 
performance (or performer), or a class of second best performers, etc. 
Also in the case of numerical rankings, best is designated by one, 
second best by two, etc.
Null Hypothesis No. 1— It was hypothesized that different lot size 
strategies have no significant effect on the system performance.
The summary of the ANOVA data for all performance criteria, 
presented in Table 4.1, indicates that the main effects of the factor 
lot size strategy is significant at the .01 level. Therefore this 
hypothesis is rejected.
It is not surprising that the main effects due to lot size 
strategies are significant with respect to all the nine performance 
measures, since each of these lot size strategies is likely to have 
its own distinct operating characteristics. For instance, lot size 
strategy 5 (EOQ/EOQ), providing buffer inventories at both end-item 
and intermediate levels is expected to yield relatively fewer stock­
outs and higher inventory carrying costs in comparison to strategy 8 
(EOQ/LFL), which has no buffering provision at the intermediate level, 
and does not cause significant carrying costs since it produces only 
the requirements for the period.
This conclusion that lot size strategies have significant effects 
on performance of MRP systems is in congruence with all previous sin­
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gle-stage and multi-stage lot size studies including Kaimann (49), 
Berry (5), Theisen (84), More (63), Steele (79), McLaren and Whybark 
(60), Biggs, Goodman, and Hardy (9), and Collier (30). These studies, 
and many others, have examined the effect of applying different lot 
size models under different operating conditions and according to 
various performance measures. The common conclusion that have been 
expressed is that different lot size models perform differently, and 
consequently, their selection have significant impact on the perfor­
mance of MRP systems.
To evaluate the comparative performance of the lot size stra­
tegies applied in this research, the Duncan's multiple range test was 
performed on the data generated by the simulation study. The results 
of this test, shown in Table B.l, also indicate that differences are 
significant at the .05 level. Table 4.2 is a summary derived from 
.Table B.l. Although Duncan's multiple range test does not provide a 
complete ranking of different lot size strategies, an examination of 
these two tables with respect to the several response variables 
reveals that, in general, lot size strategies rank differently 
according to different performance measures. A brief discussion of 
their performance follows.
According to carrying costs criterion, lot size strategies with 
LFL at the middle level performed drastically better than other 
strategies. This is clearly due to the minimal carrying costs 
incurred in the intermediate levels where LFL technique was used. 
However, among these three strategies WW/LFL ranked first and EOQ/LFL 
ranked third. That EOQ/LFL did not perform as well as WW/LFL and 
LTC/LFL is due to the fact that EOQ technique frequently causes
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TABLE 4.2
LOT SIZE STRATEGIES RANKED ACCORDING TO 
DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
SUMMARY OF DUNCAN’s MULTIPLE RANGE TEST 
DERIVED FROM TABLE B.l 




CC SC TSC TC OH UH NS NSO NUS
1 (WW/EOQ) 10 5 5 5 3 4 5 3 2
2 (WW/FOQ) 4 10 10 9 8 9 9 12 11
3 (WW/LTC) 5 9 9 10 10 5 7 1 1
4 (WW/LFL) 1 12 12 12 12 1 12 9 8
5 (EOQ/EOQ) 12 3 6 2 1 6 3 5 4.
6 (EOQ/POQ) 8 2 1 6 6 12 1 8 12
7 (EOQ/LTC) 9 1 2 4 5 10 2 4 3
8 (EOQ/LFL) 3 6 3 1 2 3 10 10 10
9 (LTC/EOQ) 11 4 4 3 4 7 4 6 6
10 (LTC/POQ) 6 8 8 7 7 11 6 11 9
11 (LTC/LTC) 7 7 7 8 9 8 8 2 5
12 (LTC/LFL) 2 11 11 11 11 2 11 7 7
*Performance measures and their numbers are the same as in Table 4.1.
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remnent inventories which are carried into the following periods. WW 
and LTC techniques, on the other hand, are multi-period or discrete 
ordering techniques. That is, they generate order sizes equivalent to 
the exact requirements of so many periods and, consequently, do not 
produce remnant inventories.
At the other end of the carrying costs spectrum is EOQ/EOQ 
strategy. The reason why EOQ/EOQ performed worst than all other 
strategies is quite clear. With this strategy, remnant inventories 
exist at both the end-item and intermediate levels. Also, LTC/EOQ and 
WW/EOQ performed very poorly. This leads to the conclusion that EOQ 
is not an efficient lot sizing technique if carrying costs is the 
criterion. This conclusion is consistent with the findings of Berry 
(5), Biggs, Goodman, and Hardy (9), and Biggs, Hahn, and Pinto (10).
With regard to setup costs, results are not as clearly evident. 
It was expected, however, that strategies containing the EOQ technique 
would outperform others not incorporating it. The results confirmed 
this expectation. This is due to the limited number of setups 
associated with EOQ as compared to the other lot sizing techniques 
used in this research. It should be noted that among the strategies 
containing EOQ, those with EOQ at the end-item level generally 
performed better than strategies with EOQ at the intermediate 
level--strategies 7 (EOQ/LTC), 6 (E0Q/P0Q), and 5 (EOQ/EOQ) as opposed 
to 9 (LTC/EOQ) and 1 (WW/EOQ). This is due to the fact that the setup 
cqsts are much larger in the finished goods department as compared to 
subassembly and parts departments.
On the other hand, strategies 12 (LTC/LFL) and 4 (WW/LFL) showed 
the poorest performance results with respect to setup costs. Appa­
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rently, this is due to the frequent setup requirements at the inter­
mediate level, because of LFL. However, strategy 8 (EOQ/LFL) did not 
result in extremely high setup costs as did the other two strategies 
containing LFL. It seems that there has been an offsetting effect due 
to the performance of EOQ at the end-item level. It is concluded, 
therefore, that if the criterion is setup costs, EOQ is an excellent 
performing technique, particularly at the end-item level, and LFL is a 
very poor performing rule at the intermediate level. These conclu­
sions are consistent with the results of two single stage lot sizing 
studies by Biggs et.al. (9 and 10) where EOQ, LFL, WW, and LTC were 
compared.
It should be noted, however, that the cost structure applied in 
this study involves a relatively high setup to carrying costs, S/C, 
ratio. Lower S/C ratios, using setup cost as a criterion, would 
improve the relative efficiency of LFL model while causing EPQ model 
to loose its comparative attractiveness. Care should be exercised in 
generalizing the findings of this study to systems haing different 
cost structures.
Table B.l indicates that strategies 6, 7 and 8 (E0Q/P0Q, EOQ/LTC, 
and EOQ/LFL) are among the top performing strategies according to both 
setup and inventory carrying costs and total costs criteria. Strategy 
8 (EOQ/LFL) can be considered the best performer if the criterion is 
the overall costs. This is due to its "middle of the road" perfor­
mance for both carrying costs (because of LFL) and setup costs
(because of EOQ) and its excellent overtime performance (because of
both EOQ and LFL). The superior overtime performance of EOQ/LFL
confirms Collier's (30) findings that LFL applied at the intermediate
TABLE A.3
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR LOT SIZE STRATEGY
PERFORMANCE MEASURES: STOCKOUTS AND NUMBER OF UNITS SHORT
Means Ranked By Absolute Values
RANK
NUMBER OF STOCKOUTS NUMBER OF UNITS SHORT
STRATEGY MEAN STRATEGY MEAN
1 3 (WW/LTC) 0.00000 3 (WW/LTC) 0.00000
2 11 (LTC/LTC) 0.01666 1 (WW/EOQ) 0.01666
3 1 (WW/EOQ) 0.01666 7 (EOQ/LTC) 1.83333
4 7 (EOQ/LTC) 0.05000 5 (EOQ/EOQ) 1.86666
5 5 (EOQ/EOQ) 0.05000 11 (LTC/LTC) 2.41666
6 9 (LTC/EOQ) 0.08333 9 (LTC/EOQ) 3.60000
7 12 (LTC/LFL) 0.18333 12 (LTC/LFL) 5.88333
8 6 (EOQ/POQ) 0.18333 4 (WW/LFL) 6.63333
9 4 (WW/LFL) 0.20000 10 (LTC/POQ) 8.95000
10 8 (EOQ/LFL) 0.21666 8 (EOQ/LFL) 11.16666
11 10 (LTC/POQ) 0.23333 2 (WW/POQ) 28.71666
12 2 (WW/POQ) 0.26666 6 (EOQ/POQ) 34.80000
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product structure level results in lower variations in the work center 
load than the other lot sizing models he studies. Collier also 
indicated that "the economic order quantity model tends to smooth 
(dampen) planned load best as demand variability (Cv) increases." As 
the variations in the work center loads decreases, so does the need 
for overtime.
An interesting comparison would be between these findings re­
garding the superior performance of lot size strategies 6, 7 and
8— all with EOQ at the end-item level— with respect to total setup and 
carrying costs, with that of Biggs et.al. (10), where EOQ ranked last 
compared to WW, LFL, and LTC models. This is a strong indication that 
lot sizing techniques adopted at the end-item level interact with the 
intermediate level lot size models to such extent that significant 
differences may be observed in system performance. This observation 
regarding the interaction of lot sizing techniques applied to diffe­
rent levels of product structure is also supported by the findings of 
Collier (32).
It should be noted at this point that as it is shown in Table 4.3 
the mean values for both number of stockout occasions and number of 
units short have been very low in this research. This is due to the 
selection of lot size strategies from among many possible alternatives 
(see Chapter III). In particular, use of WW, EOQ, and LTC techniques 
at the end-item level reduces the potential for stockout occasions and 
shortages— due to the fact that usually orders are placed for require­
ments of more than one period. Consequently, EOQ/LFL strategy which 
ranked tenth with respect to both of these criteria was. still the best 
performer with respect to overall cost measure because the stockout
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costs was, in fact, a very small fraction of the total costs.
It would also be appropriate at this point to briefly discuss the 
poorest performing lot size strategies. As Tables B.l and 4.2 
indicate, strategies 4, 12, and 2 (WW/LFL, LTC/LFL, and WW/POQ) have 
consistently performed poorly with respect to most of the criteria. 
WW/LFL and LTC/LFL have performed poorest with regard to total costs 
criteria. The main cause of such behavior, in spite of their 
excellent carrying cost performance, is the high setup costs caused by 
LFL at the intermediate level. There also exist another factor which 
contributes to this poor performance. That is, applying LFL model at 
the intermediate level faces the system with probability of part 
shortages— due to the changes in the component requirements caused by 
changes in the master schedule, due to the stochastic nature of 
demand. Any part shortage would result in reducing the efficiency of 
discrete lot sizing rules applied at the end-item level, by generating 
needs for more frequent setups at the end-item level than otherwise 
would be required. This would lead to additional setups, and conse­
quently greater setup costs at the end-item level.
Null Hypothesis No. 2--It was hypothesized that demand uncertainty 
(forecast error) will have no significant effect on the system perfor­
mance.
An examination of Table 4.1 reveals that the main effects due to 
demand uncertainty is significant at the .05 level with respect to all 
performance measures except idle time hours and number of setups. 
Therefore, this hypothesis is rejected.
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As expected, the higher value of forecast error (FE) is assoc­
iated with higher carrying costs, higher setup costs, higher overtime 
costs, and higher number of stockouts and units short (Table B.2, and 
the summary Table 4.4). It was also expected that the higher level of 
FE be associated with higher number of setups, particularly after 
observing a significant main effect with respect to setup costs. 
However, Table B.2 indicates that in spite of the fact that the mean 
value for the number of setups for FE = .1 is less than that for FE ~ 
.4, this difference is not significant at the .05 level.
TABLE 4.4
PERFORMANCE RANKING ACCORDING TO 
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF FE, Cv, and C 
SUMMARY OF DUNCAN’S MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
DERIVED FROM TABLES B.2 THROUGH B.4 
(Means Ranked by Absolute Values)
FACTOR LEVEL
PERFORMANCE MEASURE
CC SC TSC TC OH UH NS NSO NUS
Demand
Uncertainty
.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(FE) .4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Demand 0.2 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1
Variability 0.8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
(Cv) 1.4 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 3
Component High 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
Commonality
(C)
No 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
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An inspection of Table 4.5 reveals the reason behind the above 
discrepancy. The number of setups is higher for the higher value of 
the forecast error in both the finished goods and subassembly depart­
ments. However, this ranking is reversed in the parts department. 
The summation of the number of setups in the finished goods and sub- 
assembly departments with those in the parts department, which are not 
in the same algebraic direction, results in total number of setups not 
to be significant'ly different for the two levels of forecast error.
TABLE 4.5
DUNCAN’S MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS FOR DEMAND UNCERTAINTY 
(PERFORMANCE MEASURES: YSETUP1, YSETUP2, YSETUP3, and TSETUP)*
0(= .05
PERFORMANCE
MEASURE RANK** FE LEVEL MEAN
YSETUP1 A FE = .1 61.49444
B FE = .4 64.71944
YSETUP2 A FE = .1 60.65000
B FE = .4 62.27777
YSETUP3 A FE = .4 190.30277
B FE = .1 193.04166
TSETUP A FE = .1 315.18611
A nwfn 317.30000
*YSETUP1 = Number of setups in department one (Finished Goods)
YSETUP2 = Number of setups in department two (Subassembly)
YSETUP3 = Number of setups in department three (Parts)
TSETUP = Total number of setups in all departments
**An A indicates the smaller number of setups while B indicates the 
higher number of setups.
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Obviously, the same phenomenon would cause the setup costs to be 
higher for FE = .1 in the parts department. However, the total setup 
costs has turned out to be significant because of the fact that setups 
are much more costly in the finished goods and subassembly departments 
as they are in the parts department.
The fact that the effect due to degree of uncertainty is statis­
tically significant in terms of the number of stockout occasions and 
number of units short appears to be quite reasonable. Although in 
this research effort there has not been a high level of stockouts ex­
perienced, a system is likely to encounter stockouts more frequently 
if environmental uncertainty increases to any appreciable extent.
The findings of this study about the impact of the forecast error 
on the system performance reinforces Callarman's (24) results that 
high levels of forecast error have significant effect on performance 
of the system. However, in Callarman's research this effect was found 
to be significant when combined with higher levels of coefficients of 
variation.
Hull Hypothesis No. 3— It was hypothesized that demand variability 
will have no significant effect on the system performance.
An inspection of Table 4.1 reveals that the main effects due to 
variability factor is significant across all criteria at the .01 
level. Therefore, this hypothesis is rejected.
Although stated negatively as the null hypothesis, it was 
strongly anticipated that demand variability would have a major impact 
on the performance of the system and consequently its effect would be
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TABLE 4.6
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS FOR DEMAND VARIABILITY 
AT TWO LEVELS OF COMPONENT COMMONALITY 
ai = .05
COMMONALITY VARIABILITY PERFORMANCE MEASURE
(C) (Cv)
CC SC TSC TC OH UH NS NSO NUS
.2 C C C C B A C A A
HIGH .8 B B B B B A B A A
1.4 A A A A A B A B B
.2 C C C C C A C A A
NO .8 B B B B B A,B B A A,B
1.4 A A A A A B A B B
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highly significant. Conversely, it was expected that the more stable 
demand patterns would be associated with better system performance 
across all criteria used in this research. Tables B.3 and 4.4 
indicate that the result of the analysis of variance and Duncan's 
multiple range test are quite to the contrary. That is, as the
variability in demand increased, the performance of the system
improved with respect to six of the nine performance measures. 
Kaimann's (49) and Berry's (5) research also indicated that total 
setup and carrying costs decreased as the variability in demand 
patterns increased. However, neither Kaimann nor Berry explained the 
reason behind this improvement.
To help identify if the nature of product structure had any 
impact on this result, the same analysis was done separately for both 
high and no-commonality product structure data sets. The results 
shown in Table 4.6 indicate that the performance of the system im­
proves in the same manner for both levels of commonality as the 
variability in demand pattern increases. A more detailed explanation 
is required to justify this finding.
Since most of the lot size strategies assessed in this research 
are multi-period techniques (i.e., orders are placed to satisfy 
requirements for multiple periods into the future) the nature of the 
demand pattern can have a significant impact on the setup and carrying 
cost behavior. Hence, a relatively stable and constant demand pattern 
may cause a higher number of setups and higher number of units to be
carried in inventory on the average than would be the case for a more
variable demand pattern. The following example is an attempt to 
clarify this notion.
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Consider the low and high variable demand patterns which have 
































Figure 4.1 Demand Patterns for Item No. 15 for Cv = .2 and Cv = 1.4
Since the ratio of setup to annual carrying costs used in this
research was set at a value of 80, the "economic part-period", EPP, 
used in the least total costs technique would be derived as follows:
EPP = 80 x 12 = 960
This is because the setup to inventory carrying costs ratio uses the 
inventory cost per unit per year in the denominator. Therefore, the 
LTC technique will place an order for the number of units such that 
the resulting part-periods be the nearest to 960. Now, assuming that 
the data in Figure 4.1 are the period by period net requirements and
that the on-hand inventory at the beginning of period i is zero in
both cases, the lot sizes generated and units carried in inventory 
using LTC technique are as follows:
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I) Cv - .2
Place Order
First Set for Require- Cumulative Part-Periods (Number
of Alter- meats of Lot of Units Carried in Inventory for
natives Period(s) Size One Period)________________________
1 i 300 300x0=0
2 i and i+1 640 0+(340xl)=340
3 i thru i+2 985 340+(345x2)=1030
Alternative 3 will generate part-periods closest to the EPP of 960, 
therefore it will be selected. That is, the first setup will occur in 
period i for a lot size of 985, covering periods i through i + 2 .  The 
next requirement will be in period i + 3.
Place Order 
for Require- 
Second Set ments of Lot
of Alternatives Period(s) Size Cumulative Part-Periods
1 i+3 360 360x0=0
2 i+3 and i+4 700 0+(340xl)=340
3 i+3 thru i+5 926 340+(226x2)=792
4 i+3 thru i+6 1125 792+(199x3)=1389
Alternative 3 will be selected. The second setup will occur in 
period i + 3 for a lot size of 926, covering periods i + 3 through 
i + 5 .  The next requirement will be in period i + 6 .
Place Order 
for Require- 
Third Set meats of Lot
of Alternatives Period(s) Size Cumulative Part-Periods
1 i+6 199 199x0=0
2 i+6 and i+7 419 0+(220xl)=220
3 i+6 thru i+8 657 220+(238x2)=696
4 i+6 thru i+9 884 696+(225x3)=1461
Again, alternative 3 will be selected. The third setup will take 
place in period i + 6 for a lot size of 657 which will cover the 
requirements of periods i + 6  through i + 8 .  The next setup is called 
for in period i + 9 .
Place Order 
for Require- 
Fourth Set ments of Lot
of Alternatives Period(s) Size Cumulative Part-Periods
1 i+9 255 255x0=0
2 i+9 and i+10 515 0+(260xl)=260
3 i+9 thru i+11 792 260+(277x2)=814
Eventually the fourth setup will occur in period i + 9 for a lot size 
of 792 units which will cover the rest of requirements of the planning 
horizon.
In summary, with a relatively low variable demand pattern, as 
used in our example, LTC rule will result to four setups. The total 
part-periods in this example is:
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Total Part-Periods over the Planning Horizon = 1030+792+696+814=3332.
The same lot sizing technique is now applied to the demand 
pattern with Cv = 1.4.
II) Cv = 1.4
Place Order 
for Require- 
First Set ments of Lot
of Alternatives Period(s) Size Cumulative Part-Periods
1 i 657 657x0=0
2 i and i+1 1847 0+(1190x1)=1190
The first setup will be placed in period i. The lot size will be 1847 
units which will cover the requirements of period i and i + 1 .
Place Order 







1 i+2 850 850x0=0
2 i+2 and i+3 952 0+(102xl)=102
3 i+2 thru i+4 1020 102+(68x2)=238
4 i+2 thru i+5 1054 238+(34x3)=340
5 i+2 thru i+6 1088 340+(34x4)=476
6 i+2 thru i+7 1122 476+(34x5)=646
7 i+2 thru i+8 1190 646+(68x6)=1054
The second setup will occur in period i + 2 for a lot size of 1190.
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This lot will cover the requirements of periods i + 2 to i + 8.
Therefore, the next setup will be required in period i + 9 .
Place Order 
for Require- 
Third Set ments of Lot
of Alternatives Period(s) Size Cumulative Part-Periods
1 i+9 68 68x0=0
2 i+9 and i+10 187 0+(119xl)=119
3 i+9 thru i+10 323 119+(136x2)=391
4 i+9 thru i+11 980 391+(657x3)=2362
Alternative 3 will be selected, that is, a production lot of 323 units 
will be started in the third setup which will take placed in period 
i+9. This lot will cover the requirements of the rest of the planning 
horizon.
In summary, with a relatively highly variable demand pattern, as 
used in this study, LTC will result to three setups and a total part 
periods of:
Total Part-Period over the Planning Horizon = 1190+1054+391=2635.
The following comparison of the findings can be made:
Coefficient of Total Number of Total




In this example, apparently the least total cost technique has 
performed better in the case of more variable demand pattern with 
respect to total number of setups, total setup costs, and total 
carrying costs. Probably similar results would be obtained using 
Wagner-Whitin technique.
*
A question may also be raised in regard to the performance of the 
system for different demand patterns with respect to overtime. As 
mentioned before, it was expected that more variable demand patterns 
be associated with more volatile load patterns in different periods, 
and consequently, greater use of overtime. As Table 4.6 reveals, for 
both high and no-commonality product structure data sets, overtime is 
the lowest for the high variable demand pattern. No theoretically 
sound explanation has been developed. However, the following may 
partially explain this phenomenon. Due to lot sizing at the end and 
intermediate levels of product structure for all the fifteen end- 
items, there exist a chance that plan orders would have to be released 
for so many different items in one single period, resulting to an 
erratic load profile, and consequently, to high overtime requirements. 
When lot size strategies call for greater number of setups, the system 
is likely to more frequently encounter periods with high overtime 
requirements. Therefore, it can be concluded that the higher overtime 
associated with more stable demand patterns in this study is a 
consequence of the higher number of setups which was linked to those 
patterns, as discussed in the previous paragraph.
It should be noted, however, that these findings remain tentative 
and should not be generalized. Specifically, it cannot be completely 
substantiated that systems facing highly variable demand patterns will
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incur less carrying, setup, and overtime costs than those whose demand 
patterns are less variable. This outcome is conditioned upon and 
peculiar to the cost structure and system simulated in this research. 
The example just discussed can be used to show that the outcome was 
dependent upon two factors: the "economic part period" of 960 which
in turn was derived from a setup to inventory carrying cost ratio of 
80, used in this research, and the particular demand patterns chosen. 
A different demand pattern with the same coefficient of variation may 
result in a different outcome. Consider the following patterns:
340 220 345 260 340 226 199 300 238 255 360 277
68 34 850 119 1190 34 34 657 68 68 102 136
These demand patterns have coefficients of variation equal to .2 and 
1.4 respectively. They are in fact devised by rearranging different 
period demands of the previous example. Applying the LTC technique to 
these new patterns the following outcome will results:
Coefficient of Total Number Total
Variation of Setups Part-Periods
.2 4 3392
1.4 4 4950
Apparently, the performance of the system has drastically deteriorated 
with respect to carrying costs as the demand has become more variable 
in the set of new patterns. These results indicate that coefficient 
of variation is not an exclusive measure of demand variability. Some 
better index of demand attributes needs to be designed.
With respect to the impact of cost structure, in spite of the 
fact that the improvement in the total costs performance over increas­
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ing levels of Cv in the Kaimann’s (49) study was realized for differ­
ent setup to carrying cost ratios— 2,5, and 12.5— it should be 
cautioned that generalization of this finding over all different cost 
structures will not be void of risk. More research is warranted to 
examine the interaction of different levels of cost structure and 
demand variability.
Null Hypothesis No. 4--It was hypothesized that the degree of com­
monality will have no significant effect on the system performance.
Referring to Table 4.1, it is shown that the main effects due to 
the degree of commonality is significant at .05 level, for all perfor­
mance measures. Therefore, this hypothesis is rejected.
The Duncan's multiple range test, Tables B.4 and 4.4, indicate 
that high component commonality is associated with better system 
performance with respect to all the performance measures. An in­
teresting finding shown in Table B.4 is that there was a highly 
significant difference in number of stockouts and number of units 
short between high and no-commonality product structures. No- 
commonality product structures resulted in a major deterioration in 
end-item stockout performance as well as number of units short as 
compared to high-commonality product structures. A review of the 
performance of the lot size strategies in Tables B.5 and B.6 also show 
that the mean values for number of stockouts ranged from zero to .3 
for high-commonality product structures, as compared to the range of 
zero to .43 for no-commonality product structures. These ranges for 
number of units short are from zero to 10.9 for high-commonality and 
from zero to 69.36 for the no-commonality product structures.
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Comparable deterioration with respect to total costs can also be found 
in Tables B.5 and B.6 when going from high to no-commonality product 
structure set.
An in-depth analysis is required as to why such deterioration 
occurred. For the no-commonality situation, the product structure set 
consists of 97 manufactured items as opposed to 37 for the high- 
commonality product structure set. Hence, no-commonality product 
structures confront the production system with a far more complex 
situation; thus, system performance is expected to deteriorate 
relative to simpler cases of high-commonality, particularly in terms 
of number of setups and material shortage occasions. As the number of 
setups increases, so does the setup costs and most probably the
TABLE 4.7
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE UNDER HIGH AND NO-COMMONALITY 
PRODUCT STRUCTURE SETS
PERFORMANCE MEASURE LEVEL OF COMMONALITY
HIGH NO
Inventory carrying cost 592663.84 668516.29
Setup cost 517330.81 729670.76
Total setup and carrying 
costs 1109994.06 1398185.40
Total costs 1920315.23 2388452.35
Total overtime hours 107988.99 131818.51
Total undertime hours 60417.94 77695.39
Total number of setups 222.02 410.46
Total number of stockouts 0.09 0.16
Total number of units short 3.61 14.04
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overtime costs. Also, the higher the number of material shortage 
occasions, the higher the chance of end-item shortage and stockouts. 
Table A.7 shows the system performance under high and no-commonality 
product structure sets.
It should be noted that, as mentioned in Chapter III, in both the 
high and no-commonality product structure sets, identical end-items 
are being produced. The following parameters are exactly the same for 
both sets: (1) the number of levels, (2) run and setup times per
item, (3) lead times, (A) number of components for any parent-item, 
(5) capacity levels, (6) demand patterns, and (7) cost structures. 
The major difference between these two product structure sets is how 
the MRP logic and lot size strategies treat the planning of the end- 
item orders and how the explosion process would handle the implemen­
tation of those orders.
An observation of Figures 3.6 and 3.7 in Chapter III reveals the 
fact that there is a higher degree of interdependence between unique 
parent items and their unique component parts in the case of no­
commonality. For instance, production of end-item No. 3 is dependent 
on the availability of a total of nine sub-assemblies and component 
items in the case of high-commonality product structure. In case of 
no-commonality, the production of the same end-item is dependent on 
the availability of a total of eleven lower level items. This 
difference will significantly increase the probability of incurring a 
material shortage in the process of producing the same end-item. 
Moreover, the high-commonality product structure set appears to 
perform as a surrogate for safety stock. That is, by pooling depen-
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dent demand requirements, high-commonality product structure sets 
act as a buffer for inaccuracies in lot size timing or lot size
quantity caused by changes in the end-item demand. This suggests that 
firms with a high degree of commonality in their products may not need 
to incorporate as much safety stock or safety lead time in their 
inventory systems as firms which produce items with few common 
component parts.
The findings of this study with regard to product structure
support those of Collier (33) in which he compared three lot sizing 
techniques over four levels of component commonality. It was shown 
that total costs decreased substantially as the degree of commonality 
increased for all three lot size models. In another study (30) 
Collier concluded that the average load in machine hours-required for 
no-commonality was higher than for high-commonality. This finding can 
also be associated with the higher number of setups and overtime 
required for no-commonality than for high-commonality in this 
research.
Null Hypothesis No. 5— It was hypothesized that demand uncertainty had 
no significant effect on the performance of lot size strategies.
An examination of Table 4.1 reveals that except for the response
variables carrying costs, setup costs and number of setups, the inter­
action of demand uncertainty and lot size strategies is not signifi­
cant at the .05 level. Therefore, this hypothesis cannot be rejected 
except with respect to the above mentioned performance measures.
In spite of the fact that analysis of variance in general shows 
significant interactions between demand uncertainty and lot size
TABLE 4.8
LOT SIZE STRATEGIES GROUPED ACCORDING TO LEVELS OF DEMAND UNCERTAINTY 
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strategies for these performance measures, a close inspection of Table 
4.8 reveals that the best and worst performing strategies would remain 
the same for both low and high levels of demand uncertainty. In fact, 
the impact of the uncertainty factor seems to be more in grouping of 
lot size strategies, particularly for the moderate or middle of the 
road performers. As can be seen on Table 4.8 strategies 4, 12, and 8 
(WW/LFL, LTC/LFL, EOQ/LFL) were the best and 5, 9, 1 (EOQ/EOQ, LTC/ 
EOQ, and WW/EOQ) the worst performers in respect to carrying costs 
criterion. Strategies 6, 7, 5, 9 (EOQ/POQ, EOQ/LTC, EOQ/EOQ, and 
LTC/EOQ) were the best and 4 and 12 (WW/LFL, LTC/LFL) the worst per­
formers according to setup cost criterion for both levels of forecast 
error.
Although the null hypothesis was stated as if there would be no 
impact of demand uncertainty on lot size strategy, it was expected 
that the interaction of the two factors be statistically significant 
across all performance measures. The results to the contrary may be 
an indication of one of two things. First, the complexity of the 
system prevents the isolation of this effect. That is, the offsetting 
effects of different levels of other factors lead to balancing of the 
ranking of lot size strategies for both levels of forecast error. 
This can be seen in Table 4.11 which shows the ranking of lot size 
strategies for more specific situations. For instance, with respect 
to total carrying and setup costs, Table 4.11 shows that for the case 
of high-commonality and Cv = .8, lot size strategy 1 (WW/EOQ) is ranked 
in the third group for low level of uncertainty while it is ranked as 
a first group performer where the uncertainty prevails at its higher 
level.
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Second, a greater gap between the levels of uncertainty may re­
sult in a different conclusion. More research needs to be done in
this area.
Finally, in spite of significant interaction effect of the two
factors with respect to both carrying costs and setup costs, there 
does not exist such a significant effect with respect to total carry­
ing and setup costs. This, apparently is another indication of the 
offsetting effects due to the complexity of the model. It seems, as 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, that direction of thse two costs is 
not always the same. Consequently, the sume of the two items would 
approach each other for different values of forecast error and lot 
size strategies to the extent that their difference would not be 
statistically significant.
Although the complexity of the system simulated might hve had 
some impact on the isolation of the efffect of demand uncertainty on 
the performance of lot size strategies, it can be concluded that 
forecast errors, at least up to 40 percent, do not have any major 
impact on the selection of lot size strategies. This conclusion 
supports the findings of Callarman (22) and Callarman and Hamrin (23). 
In both these studies the authors concluded that there was not one
best lot sizing rule when uncertainty was present.
Null Hypothesis No. 6— It was hypothesized that demand variability 
would have no significant effect on lot size strategies.
Table 4.1 shows that the interaction effect of these two factors 
is significant at .05 level for all performance measures except stock­
out occasions and number of units short. Therefore this hypothesis is 
rejected.
Using carrying cost as a criterion, WW/LFL consistently performed 
best for all levels of demand variability. LTC/LFL followed as the 
second best performer. EOQ/LFL also performed as the second best 
strategy for Cv values of .2 and .8. However, its superiority di­
minished for the extremely variable demand pattern with Cv = 1.4. 
Also the performance of EOQ/POQ deteriorated as the variability in 
demand pattern increased. This is due to the fact that in practice, 
using EOQ technique causes carrying units in inventory which on the 
average constitute a larger size than the theoretical Q/2, when facing 
a variable demand pattern. Table 4.9 compares the behavior of 
different lot size strategies for three levels of demand variability.
With respect to setup costs and total number of setups, in spite 
of the significant overall effect indicated by the analysis of 
variance, the best and worst performing strategies have remained the 
same for all levels of demand variability. Strategies 4 and 12 
(WW/LFL and LTC/LFL) consistently ranked as the worst performers. 
However, WW/LFL performed even worse than LTC/LFL with respect to 
setup costs for Cv = .2 and Cv = .8. On the other hand, strategies 5, 
6, 7, and 9 (EOQ/EOQ, EOQ/POQ, EOQ/LTC, and LTC/EOQ) consistently 
performed best. This best performing group was even wider in range 
with respect to total number of setups.
For the setup-carrying cost combination, the best performing 
group tends to get larger as the variablity in demand increases. In 
fact, as Cv approaches the 1.4 level, all lot size strategies but 4 
and 12 (WW/LFL and LTC/LFL) perform relatively well with no signi­
ficant difference among them. This indicates that high variability in 
demand causes the carrying and setup costs to fluctuate in different
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TABLE 4.9
LOT SIZE STRATEGIES GROUPED ACCORDING 
TO LEVELS OF DEMAND VARIABILITY 
(Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Test) 
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directions for different strategies to the extent that the differences 
between the sum of these two cost items become insignificant and no 
one lot size strategy could be judged as the best.
This is in contrast to the Kaimann's (49) and Berry's (5) 
findings in which, although the total cost performance improved as 
demand variabilty increased for all lot sizing rules tested, Wagner- 
Whitin's routine was the top perfoming technique at all levels of Cv. 
The reason for this discrepancy is that they both dealt with single- 
stage lot sizing. Apparently, multi-stage lot sizing, adopted in this 
research, confronts the system with far more complex behavior than 
does single-stage lot sizing.
Table 4.9 also indicates that the performance of strategies 2 and 
4 (WW/POQ and WW/LFL) improve as demand pattern becomes more variable. 
However, this improvement does not hold true for strategy 2 with 
respect to total costs measure. In fact, the comparative performance 
of WW/POQ deteriorates in this respect as variability increases. This 
due to the fact that the overtime portion of the total cost for this 
strategy increased with the variability in demand. This is more 
clearly shown in Table 4.9 when examining overtime cost variable. 
WW/POQ ranks as a best peroformer for Cv = .2, but it ranks as a worst 
performer for Cv ~ 1.4.
Null Hypothesis No. 7--It was hypothesized that the degree of 
commonality would have no significant effect on lot size strategies.
Table 4.1 indicates that the interaction of component commonality 
and lot size strategy is significant across all performance measures 
at the .05 level. Therefore, this hypothesis is rejected. Signi-
TABLE 4.10
LOT SIZE STRATEGIES GROUPED ACCORDING TO LEVELS 
OF COMPONENT COMMONALITY 
(Results of Duncan's Multiple Range Test)
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ficant interaction between component commonality and lot size 
strategies was also reported by Collier (30).
Table 4.10 compares the rankings of the lot size strategies for 
high and no-commonality product structure data sets. It is apparent 
from Table 4.10 that once again in spite of the significant inter­
action effects shown by the analysis of variance, the best and worst 
performing strategies, in most cases, remain the same for both levels 
of component commonality. Collier (33) also showed that the best and 
worst lot sizing rules remained the same for all levels of component 
commonality for total inventory carrying and setup costs as the 
criterion. In his research, Collier compared three single-stage lot 
sizing techniques, i.e., LFL, EOQ, and LTC. He showed that LTC 
consistently performed best at all levels of component commonality. 
EOQ and LFL were consistently second and third performing techniques. 
Because of the differences between single-stage and multi-stage lot 
sizing, complete comparability between Collier's findings and those of 
this study is not possible. However, some similarity and differences 
should be pointed out. EOQ and LTC models in Collier's study can be 
compared with E0Q/E0Q and LTC/LTC strategies in this research, 
respectively. LFL in Collier can be compared with strategies 
containing LFL at the intermediate level in this research, that is, 
with strategies 4, 8, and 12 (WW/LFL, EOQ/LFL, and LTC/LFL).
With regard to total setup and carrying costs, Table 4.10 reveals 
that as in the Collier's study, two of the strategies containing LFL 
(12) and 4) did perform very poorly for both high and no-commonality 
product structure sets. E0Q/E0Q (strategy 5) was a middle performing 
strategy for both levels of commonality. However, LTC/LTC (strategy
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11) which was a first group performer at high level of commonality, 
was ranked in the second group for no-commonality product structure. 
Also shown in Table 4.10 is the performance improvement of EOQ/LFL 
(strategy 8) from a third group ranking for high-commonality to a 
first group performer for no-commonality. These discrepancies between 
the findings of this study and those of Collier may be attributable to 
differences in the cost structures applied to these studies.
Examining Table 4.10, the following observations can also be 
made. Concerning carrying cost criterion, WW/LFL consistently per­
formed as the best and E0Q/E0Q as the worst strategy. The significant 
difference between strategies 12 and 8 (LTC/LFL and EOQ/LFL) 
diminishes when going from high to no-commonality structure. The
difference between strategies 2, 3, 10, and 11 also becomes insigni­
ficant for no-commonality case. All in all, except for the extreme
cases, the differences become less distinct and the ranking becomes
much narrower.
With regard to setup costs, strategies 9 and 11 (LTC/EOQ and 
LTC/LTC) deteriorated when component commonality was no longer
present. On the other hand, strategy 8 (EOQ/LFL) moved up in the 
classification. This finding indicates that LTC at the end-item level 
performs less effectively with the no-commonality product structure 
set as compared to the high-commonality structure set. The reverse 
behavior is observed for EOQ as indicated by EOQ/LFL (strategy 8) 
climbing up from a fifth class to a second class performer. The other 
three strategies with EOQ at the end-item level have been ranked as 
best performers for both high and no-commonality product structure 
sets.
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Looking at setup and carrying costs and total costs as perfor­
mance measures in Table 4.10, EOQ's superiority as an end-item lot 
sizing technique is clearly recognized. It is even more so for no­
commonality structure when strategies 8, 6, 7 (EOQ/LFL, EOQ/POQ and 
EOQ/LTC) constitute the first class performers. Once again, according 
to these two criteria, strategies 4 and 12 ranked as first and second 
worst performers, respectively.
A point to observe with regard to the number of setups is the 
improvement of strategies 4,-8 and 2 in the no-coramonality case. In 
general, Table 4.10 indicates that there are less distinct differences 
between lot size strategies for no-commonality structure. However the 
best and worst performers remain the same in this case too.
For the stockout and shortage criteria, no best performer can be 
identified. However, it would be safe to state that using number of 
units short performance measure, strategies 2 and 6 (WW/POQ and 
EOQ/POQ) performed worst.
Null Hypothesis No. 8--It was hypothesized that there will be no best 
lot size strategy for a given set of experimental factors.
In order to test this hypothesis, analysis of variance and the 
Duncan's multiple range test were run for each set of experimental 
design factor combinations. The results are shown in Table 4.11. 
Except in the case of carrying cost criterion and two other occasions 
which will be discussed, there was no single lot size strategy which 
significantly performed better than all other strategies for any 
combination of the factors and with respect to any criterion. 
Therefore, this hypothesis, except for the cases which will be dis-
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cussed in the following paragraphs, cannot be rejected.
WW/LFL consistently performed as the single best strategy 
according to carrying cost criterion for all combinations of factors 
except in the case of no-commonality product structure for both levels 
of uncertainty when demand pattern was least variable. Even on these 
two occasions, WW/LFL is ranked among the set of best performing 
strategies. Its highly desirable performance is mainly due to the low 
carrying costs in departments two and three where lot-for-lot 
technique is used, as was previously discussed. WW/LFL is immediately 
followed in ranking with respect to carrying cost criterion by LTC/LFL 
and EOQ/LFL.
EOQ/LFL strategy, which is consistently ranked as a first class 
performer with respect to total setup and carrying costs for no­
commonality product structure set, also performed as the single best 
strategy for Cv = .2 and FE = .4. Also EOQ/POQ strategy which has 
been grouped as a first class performer using the setup costs and 
total number of setups criteria for all combination of factors, is 
ranked as the best strategy with respect to total number of setups for 
nO-commonality product structure when demand was extremely variable 
and uncertain. The significance of these findings is that they may 
help MRP users to choose the appropriate lot size strategies in 
similar situations.
Beyond the strategies discussed above, selecting other best 
performing strategies within the sets of experimental factor combina­
tions is extremely difficult because the rankings are mixed across all 
criteria. Clearly, if the objective of this research had been to find 
the "best" lot size strategy for any given situation with respect to
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any single criterion used, then the experiment failed. However, there 
is much more to extract from these findings in addition to that 
previously discussed. Specifically, four major observations can be 
made:
First, for any of the twelve factor combinations there appears to
be a class of best performing strategies from among which MRP users
will be able to select the one with which they feel will meet their 
system's needs. Interestingly, for five out of the nine performance 
measures applied in this research, the first class performers do not 
contain more than four strategies except for few situations. For 
example when setup cost is important to the extent that it is the sole 
criterion for determining the appropriate lot size strategy, the 
manager has a choice from sets of two to five best performing lot size 
strategies (See Table 4.11), depending on the prevailing environmental 
conditions. For instance for the setup cost criterion and factor 
combination of high commonality, Cv = .8 and FE = .4 he can select
strategy 6, 9, 7, or 5 as a top performing and essentially equivalent
strategy.
Second, as it is shown in Table 4.11 some lot size strategies 
persistently performed well for all combinations of factors with 
respect to particular performance measures. For example, EOQ/LTC and 
EOQ/POQ are among top performing strategies with respect to setup cost 
criterion, regardless of the levels of demand uncertainty, demand 
variability, and component commonality. Their robustness is such that 
in spite of their overall poor performance with regard to carrying 
cost, they are also among the top performing strategies according to 
the total setup and carrying costs criteria in nine out of twelve
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factor combinations. Once the overall total cost is the criterion, 
strategy 5 (EOQ/EOQ) prevails as a first class strategy for all factor 
combinations.
Third, some of the lot size strategies are shown to be highly 
sensitive to changes in the levels of some factors for a given 
response variable. For example, performance of WW/LTC with respect to 
total setup and carrying costs improves as variability in demand 
increases for the high-commonality structure set. Conversely, for the 
same set of conditions, strategy 5 (EOQ/EOQ) deteriorates in perfor­
mance as demand variability increases. Also for the same response 
variable, performance of strategy 8 (EOQ/LFL) improves when commona­
lity changes from high to no regardless of demand uncertainty and 
variability.
Finally, there is always the pitfall of unknowningly selecting a 
poor performing lot size strategy in a particular situation. There­
fore, it is not only appropriate to identify the best and top perform­
ing strategies, but the worst and poor performing ones as well. Table 
4.11 can also be used for this purpose. EOQ/EOQ and LTC/EOQ have 
persistently been ranked as poor performers using the carrying costs 
criterion. WW/LFL has been at the bottom of the line in all cases 
according to setup cost and total setup and carrying cost criteria. 
Other groups of poor performing strategies in terms of other per­
formance measures can be identified.
The ultimate selection of a multi-level lot size strategy is 
dependent upon the decision criterion which is considered most 
important by an MRP user in a particular situation. Therefore, no one 
strategy has been selected as the dominate strategy within each set of
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experimental design factor combinations.
This chapter contains the analysis and interpretation of the 
statistical tests performed on the data derived from the simulation 
model. In the next and final chapter will be presented the summary 




Objective of the Study
This research has been an experimental investigation of some of the 
operational aspects of a multi-stage, multi-product production- 
inventory system operating in a stochastic environment.
The main intention of this study was to evaluate the performance 
of some combinations of specific lot sizing rules at the end-item and 
intermediate levels of product structures. Moreover, these evaluations 
were conducted not in a single product situation, but in a multi­
product, multi-stage material requirements planning production- 
inventory system operating under different environmental conditions. 
Various performance measures were applied in this evaluation.
Tests of Hypotheses
A prior hypotheses concerning the effects of lot size strategy,, 
demand uncertainty, demand variability and component commonality on 
the system performance and also the effects of the latter three 
factors on lot size strategies were presented. The results of 
statistical analysis testing these hypotheses are summarized below.
1. The system performance is affected by the choice of lot size 
strategy with respect to all nine performance measures employed 
in this research.
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2. The system performance is affected by demand uncertainty 
according to seven of the nine performance measures. Demand 
uncertainty does not significantly affect the performance of the 
system with respect to total undertime and total number of 
setups.
3. The system performance is affected by demand variability with 
regard to all performance measures.
4. The system performance is affected by component commonality 
according to all response variables.
5. Lot size strategy is affected by demand uncertainty according to 
carrying cost, setup cost, and number of setups. However, the 
effects of demand uncertainty on lot size strategy with regard to 
the remainder performance measures are not significant.
6. Lot size strategy is affected by demand variability for seven of 
the nine performance measures. The effects of demand variability 
on lot size strategy with respect to total number of stockout 
occasions and total number of units short are not significant.
7. Lot size strategy is affected by the commonality in product 
structures for all nine criteria.
8. No one single lot size strategy performs best for a given set of 
experimental factors.
Analysis of variance test were used to test the effects of 
independent variables upon the performance measures. When such a test 
showed that a statistically significant relationship existed between 
one or more independent variables and dependent variables, a Duncan's 
multiple range test was used to determine the comparative ranking or
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classification of different levels of the factor involved.
Summary and Conclusions
The following are observations resulting from this study.
In testing Hypothesis No. 1, it was observed that not only was 
system performance affected by the choice of lot size strategies, but 
also the interaction of the lot sizing rules at the end and inter­
mediate levels was significant (p( ~ .05) with respect to most of the 
performance measures (Table B.l). For example with regard to carrying 
costs, lot size strategies 4, 12, and 8 (WW/LFL, LTC/LFL, EOQ/LFL), 
performed as the top three strategies respectively. This was 
primarily due to the attractiveness of the lot-for-lot rule applied to 
the intermediate levels. However, the differences between the three 
strategies are also significant. This is an indication of the 
necessity of considering lot size decisions as a combination rule 
rather than single technique used at the end-item level.
When using setup costs as a criterion, strategies containing EOQ 
at the end-item level, except EOQ/LFL, outperformed the other stra­
tegies. This is an indication of the superiority of EOQ over WW and 
LTC techniques when setup cost is the prevailing criterion. EOQ/LFL 
was not considered a high class performer because of the high number 
of setups caused by LFL at the intermediate levels.
Safety stocks were completely absent in this study. However, 
except for lot size strategy 4 in the case of high-commonality and 
strategies 4 and 12 in the case of no-commonality product structures 
the mean values of stockouts and number of units short variables are 
relatively small (Tables B.5 and B.6). This suggests that if the
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"worst" performing strategies are avoided in this respect, safety 
stocks can be avoided as well. This is even more appropriate in the 
case of high-commonality, where the pooling of dependent demand 
requirements may act as a buffer against inaccuracies in lot size 
quantity or timing, mostly caused by changes in the end-item demands.
Uncertainty in demand significantly affects the performance of 
the system. It was observed that system performance according to most 
of the criteria deteriorated as end-item demand became more unpre­
dictable and forecast error increased in magnitude from .1 to .4. 
More sophisticated forecasting systems are required to cope with the 
complexity of uncertain demand environments. However, sophisticated 
forecasting techniques are not free of their cost burden on the 
productive systems. A trade off should be made between simplicity 
versus sophistication and complexity on one hand, and costs versus 
benefits on the other hand.
Table 5.1 compares the mean value of the response variables for 
the best performing strategies in the case of low demand uncertainty 
with those for the same strategies when applied to the case of high 
demand uncertainty. The last column in Table 5.1 shows the mean 
values for the best lot size strategy for FE = .4, if different from 
the one for FE = .1; in the parentheses which follows, appears the 
respective strategy number. This is a simple comparison of the means 
with no statistical validity, i.e., for example, although EOQ/POQ 
resulted in the minimum setup costs for FE = .1, its difference with 
other best performing strategies within the same group is not statis­
tically significant (See Table 4.8). However, a rough understanding 
can be gained as to whether an MRP user whose system yields forecasts
TABLE 5.1
A COMPARISON OF MEAN VALUES OF THE RESPONSE VARIABLES 











. MEAN VALUE FOR 
BEST PERFORMING 
L.S. STRATEGY AT 
FE=.4 IF DIFFERENT 
FROM THOSE AT FE=.l
Carrying Cost WW/LFL 491,765.80 499,065.30
Setup Cost EOQ/POQ 463,099.83 497,460,83 487,932.00(7)
Carrying and 
Setup Costs EOQ/POQ 1,105,018.36 1,165,916.96 1,164,912.70(7)
Total Costs EOQ/LFL 1,848,784.73 2,022,143.93
Overtime Hours EOQ/LFL 96,823.86 111,696.64 106,358.10(1)
Undertime Hours WW/LFL 25,674.34 27,103.62
Total No. of 
Setups EOQ/POQ 224.93 238.40
Total No. of 
Stockouts •kirk 00.00 00.00
Total No. of 
Units Short k k k 00.00 00.00
A *** indicates that there has been more than one lot size strategies which have 
resulted to the same mean values.
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which are 40% off on the average should switch to a more sophisticated 
one. More research is warranted in this area.
Demand variability had a significant effect on the system per­
formance. However, contrary to the researcher's expectations, better 
system performance was associated with higher degrees of variability 
for six of the nine response variables. It was shown that the nature 
of the demand patterns and the specification of cost structures might 
have been responsible for such system responses. More research in 
this area is needed to shed additional light on this subject.
Component commonality significantly affected the performance of 
the system across all nine criteria. Better system performance was 
consistently associated with high-commonality except for undertime 
criterion. In particular, the no-commonality product structure set 
resulted in a major degradation in end-item stockouts and units short 
performance, i.e., "service level". It was argued that no-commonality 
product structures confront the productive system with a more complex 
situation, mainly because of dealing with a greater number of distinct 
manufactured and/or purchased items. This would present the system 
with a higher likelihood of material shortage occasions which would 
lead to higher frequency of end-item shortage and stockouts.
Table 5.2 compares the mean values for the response variables for 
the best performing strategies in the case of high-commonality with 
those for the same strategies when applied to the case of no­
commonality product structure sets. The last column of Table 5.2 is 
constructed for the same purpose as the one in Table 5.1. As in Table 
5.1, this is a simple comparison of the means with no statistical 
validity. However, it would help visualize the effect of having
TABLE 5.2
A COMPARISON OF MEAN VALUES OF THE RESPONSE VARIABLES 











MEAN VALUE FOR 
BEST PERFORMING 
L.S. STRATEGY C-No 
IF DIFFERENT 
FROM THOSE AT C=High
Carrying Cost WW/LFL 469,377.43 521,453.66
Setup Cost EOQ/LTC 419,156.33 539,615.50 535,953.83(6)
Carrying and 
Setup Costs EOQ/POQ 1,055,138.30 1,215,797.83 1,198,939.83(8)
Total Costs LTC/EOQ 1,807,667.70 2,244,764.96 2,028,645.80(8)
Overtime Hours EOQ/EOQ 94,618.04 109,659.55
Undertime Hours WW/LFL 37,504.21 15,273.76
Total No. of 
Setups EOQ/LTC 178.53 292.33 284.73(6)
Total No. of 
Stockouts WW/EOQ 00.00 00.00
Total No. of 
Units Short WW/EOQ 00.00 00.00
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common components in the set of end-items which are produced in a 
productive system. In light of this observation, it is recommended to 
MRP users that common components be incorporated when structuring the 
bill of materials.
It would seem plausible to suggest that the extent of environ­
mental uncertainty would likely affect the performance of lot size 
strategies to some extent. However, the finding to the contrary, in 
spite of the magnitude of the difference between the two levels of 
forecast error employed, suggests that demand uncertainty be elimi­
nated from the set of factors affecting lot size strategy selection in 
future research efforts.
Determining a single best performing strategy for each of the 
twelve environmental conditions (factor combinations) is not possible. 
This becomes more difficult for more global performance measures, such 
as total setup and carrying costs or the total costs, because the 
complexity of the system leads to the reduction in the differences 
among competing strategies. However, there always exists a set of 
best class performing strategies, from among which one can be 
selected.
Strategy 4(WW/LTC) is a top performing strategy with regard to 
carrying cost criterion, regardless of environmental conditions. 
Strategies 6 (EOQ/POQ) and 7 (EOQ/LTC) are the "best" strategies in 
twelve out of twelve environmental conditions with respect to setup 
cost, in nine out of twelve, with respect to total setup and carrying 
costs, and in eight out of twelve with respect to the total costs 
criterion. WW/EOQ, EOQ/EOQ, EOQ/LFL, and LTC/EOQ are top performing 
strategies with respect to overtime criterion for all twelve situa­
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tions. From this group, EOQ/EOQ and EOQ/LFL are top performing 
strategies with respect to the overall total costs, across all 
environmental conditions.
There are also lot size strategies which perform poorly under 
most conditions according to particular performance measures. 
Awareness of their poor behavior would help MRP user to prevent the 
pitfall of applying them under unsuitable conditions. With respect to 
carrying cost, EOQ/EOQ is the, or among the, worst performing stra­
tegies for all factor combinations. WW/LFL has the same behavior 
according to total number of setups, setup cost, total setup and 
carrying costs, and the overall total costs. Other poor performing 
strategies are as follows: with respect to carrying cost - LTC/EOQ,
with respect to number of setups, setup cost, total setup and carrying 
costs, overtime, and the overall total costs - LTC/LFL
The conclusion of this study is that MRP users should first 
decide on the appropriate performance criteria. Lot size strategies, 
then, will have to be selected which cause those relevant performance 
criteria be satisfied within the operating environment. Thus, the 
practitioner should not choose lot size strategy, he should choose the 
relevant criterion that is to be emphasized, and this will lead to the 
selection of the appropriate strategy.
The results obtained from the simulation experiments conducted 
during the course of this research should be viewed with some amount 
of caution. First, the findings outlined earlier are subject to 
experimental error, which is true in the case of any experimental 
procedure. Secondly, these finds are based on the characteristics of 
the specific system simulated, including the product and cost struc­
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tures, demand patterns, production system structure, and other 
specifications resulting from the stated assumptions. To generalize 
these results, to any extent, requires further investigations along 
these lines which will lead to confirmation or refutation of the 
results obtained here. It is hoped, however, this research has been 
able to achieve its objective and answer some of the questions in the 
area of multi-stage multi-product production inventory systems using 
material requirements planning.
Directions for future Research
By necessity, the scope of this research has been limited. In 
fact, many assumptions had to be made to keep the study narrow enough 
to maintain it within reasonable constraints of time, effort, and 
other resources. Simply by relaxing the assumptions of this study new 
avenues of research are available. Some specific areas of recommended 
future research are as follows.
The effect of a limited system capacity as well as different 
levels of labor force would be of considerable interest. Determining 
the impact of alternative sequencing rules on performance of lot size 
strategies is also of great potential. In addition, incorporation of 
the features of stochastic manufacturing and supply lead times appear 
to be important considerations for future research in the area of 
material requirements planning. More realistic treatment of unmet 
demand is also an area which warrants further study.
Another area of great importance centers around the construction 
of the master production schedule, which serves as a link between the 
aggregate plan and detailed scheduling. In fact, most of the research
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to date, in the area of multi-stage lot sizing, has assumed that 
end-item forecasts are directly used as the input to the master 
production schedule, with no production smoothing.
As a result of this study, it was shown that the coefficient of 
variation, as defined in the literature and used in this research, is 
not a very effective measure of the overall character of a demand 
profile. Different demand patterns may have the same degree of varia­
bility, as derived by the coefficient of variation, yet may lead to 
significantly different system performances. Future research directed 
toward devising a more appropriate measure of demand profile may yield 
fruitful results.
It was observed in this study that demand uncertainty had signi­
ficant effect on the performance of the system. More sophisticated 
forecasting techniques can be used to reduce the amount of forecast 
error. An interesting study would be examination of the trade off 
between employing more accurate forecasting sytems and improvements in 
the performance of the system.
Another specific area of recommended future research is in terms 
of relaxing the assumption of this research concerning the avail­
ability of purchased items whenever needed, and examining the effects 
of supply uncertainty on the relative performance of lot size strate­
gies .
In summary, the combinations and variations of the basic set of 
variables and factors used in this research are plentiful. Perhaps 
each future research effort will allow the discarding or elimination 
of useless combinations of these factors. If not, the ultimate re-
search would Involve a design of redundant and unmanageable magnitude 
Hopefully, the results of this research provide some of this elimina 
tion of variables and factors.
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APPENDIX A  




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Between Levels of Lot Size Strategy
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 778.04*
2 Setup Cost 995.09*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 247.05*
4 Total Cost 73.54*
5 Total Overtime Hours 35.48*
6 Total Undertime Hours 66.93*
7 Total Number of Setups 1,064.35*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 2.70*
9 Total Number of Units Short 2.12*




Source of Variation: Between Levels Demand Uncertainty
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 101.05*
2 Setup Cost 40.79*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 83.50*
4 Total Costs 30.41*
5 Total Overtime Hours 12.74*
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.01
7 Total Number of Setups 1.92
8 Total Number of Stockouts 17.73*
9 Total Number of Units Short 3.95*
F .95(1,576) = 3.84
- TABLE A.3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Between Levels of Demand Variability
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 297.38*
2 Setup Cost 608.77*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 689.24*
4 Total Costs 168.36*
5 Total Overtime Hours 50.43*
6 Total Undertime Hours 14.99*
7 Total Number of Setups 570.73*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 15.29*
9 Total Number of Units Short 5.22*




Source of Variation: Levels of Component Commonality
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 2,707.05*
2 Setup Cost 6,071.47*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 6,752.98*
4 Total Costs 1,372.13*
5 Total Overtime Hours 301.78*
6 Total Undertime Hours 118.71*
7 Total Number of Setups 15,287.54*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 4.43*
9 Total Number of Units Short 5.39*
F .95(1,576) = 3.84
TABLE A.5 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Interaction Between L.S. AND F.E.
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 2.75*
2 Setup Cost 3.08*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 1.53
4 Total Costs 1.01
5 Total Overtime Hours 0.88
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.52
7 Total Number of Setups 3.48*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 1.48





Source of Variation: Interaction Between L.S. AND Cv
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 13.83*
2 Setup Cost 43.27*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 33.55*
4 Total Costs 10.22*
5 Total Overtime Hours 4.98*
6 Total Undertime Hours 1.72*
7 Total Number of Setups 46.15*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 1.48
9 Total Number of Units Short 0.77
F .95(22,576) = 1.54
TABLE A.7
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Interaction Between L.S. AND C
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 40.73*
2 Setup Cost 134.60*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 83.93*
4 Total Costs 27.24*
5 Total Overtime Hours 12.80*
6 Total Undertime Hours 2.90*
7 Total Number of Setups 284.85*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 2.23*





Source of Variation: Interaction Between FE AND Cv
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 12.27*
2 Setup Cost 1.98
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 0.17
4 Total Costs 0.40
5 Total Overtime Hours 0.81
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.72
7 Total Number of Setups 5.19*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 14.92*
9 Total Number of Units Short 2.40
F .95(2,576) = 3.00
TABLE A.9
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Interaction Between FE AND C
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 12.90*
2 Setup Cost 0.36
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 3.83
4 Total Costs 0.37
5 Total Overtime Hours 0.01
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.01
7 Total Number of Setups 0.31
8 Total Number of Stockouts 0.10
9 Total Number of Units Short 0.71




Source of Variation: Interaction Between Cv AND C
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 1.86
2 Setup Cost 82.37*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 48.25*
4 Total Costs 21.22*
5 Total Overtime Hours 11.61*
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.39
7 Total Number of Setups 186.82*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 0.32
9 Total Number of Units Short 1.26
F .95(2,576) = 3.00
TABLE A.11
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Interaction Between L.S., FE and Cv
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 0.65
2 Setup Cost 1.10
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 0.70
4 Total Costs 0.62
5 Total Overtime Hours 0.60
6 Total Undertime Hours . 0.48
7 Total Number of Setups 0.92
8 Total Number of Stockouts 0.94





Source of Variation: Interaction Between L.S., FE and C
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 1.56
2 Setup Cost 0.76
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 0;56
4 Total Costs 0.45
5 Total Overtime Hours 0.45
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.76
7 Total Number of Setups 0.96
8 Total Number of Stockouts 0.42
9 Total Number of Units Short 0.61
F .95(11,576) = 1.79
TABLE A.13
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Interaction Between L.S., Cv and C
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 6.48*
2 Setup Cost 16.63*
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 10.98*
4 Total Costs 4.12*
5 Total Overtime Hours 2.24*
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.56
7 Total Number of Setups 27.04*
8 Total Number of Stockouts 0.35
9 Total Number of Units Short 0.79




Source of Variation: Interaction Between FE, Cv and C
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 3.46*
2 Setup Cost 1.00
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 0.01
4 Total Costs 0.87
5 Total Overtime Hours 1.34
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.01
7 Total Number of Setups 2.68
8 Total Number of Stockouts 0.87
9 Total Number of Units Short 0.20
F .95(2,576) = 3.00
TABLE A.15
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation: Interaction Between L.S., FE, Cv and C
No. Performance Measure Observed F Statistic
1 Inventory Carrying Cost 0.62
2 Setup Cost 0.72
3 Total Setup and Carrying Costs 0.57
4 Total Costs 0.52
5 Total Overtime Hours 0.54
6 Total Undertime Hours 0.40
7 Total Number of Setups 0.90
8 Total Number of Stockouts 0.41
9 Total Number of Units Short 0.35
F .95(22,576) = 1.54
APPENDIX B
THE RESULTS OF DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS
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TABLE B.l 
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR 
LOT SIZE STRATEGY 
U  = .05
SUBSET GROUPS




D 2 (WW/POQ), 3 WW/LTC)






Performance Measure: Total Setup Cost




E 8 (EOQ/LFL), 11 (LTC/LTC)
F 11 (LTC/LTC), 10 (LTC/POQ)
G 3 (WW/LTC), 2 (WW/POQ)
H 12 (LTC/LFL)
I 4 (WW/LFL)
Performance Measure: Total Setup and Carrying Costs
A 6, 7, 8 (EOQ/ POQ, EOQ/LTC, EOQ/LFL)
B 9, 1, 5, 11, 10 (LTC/EOQ, WW/EOQ, EOQ/EOQ, LTC/LTC,
LTC/POQ)









Performance Measure: Total Costs (Setup, Carrying,
Overtime, and Lost Sales Costs)
8 (EOQ/LFL)
5, 9, 7, 1, 6 (EOQ/EOQ, LTC/EOQ, EOQ/LTC, WW/EOQ, 
EOQ/POQ)
10, 11, 2, 3 (LTC/POQ, LTC/LTC, WW/POQ, WW/LTC)
12 (LTC/LFL)
4 (WW/LFL)
Performance Measure: Total Overtime Hours
A 5, 8, 1, 9 (EOQ/EOQ, EOQ/LFL, WW/EOQ, LTC/EOQ)
B 7, 6, 10 (EOQ/LTC, EOQ/POQ, LTC/POQ)
C 6, 10, 2 (EOQ/POQ, LTC/POQ, WW/POQ)
C 10, 2, 11, 3 (LTC/POQ, WW/POQ, LTC/LTC, WW/LTC)
E 12 (LTC/LFL)
F 4 (WW/LFL)
Performance Measure: Total Undertime Hours
A 4, 12
B 8
C 1, 3, 5, 9
D 3, 5, 9, 11
E 2, 7, 10
F 6




D 10, 3, 11, 2, 8
E 12
F 4
Performance Measure: Total Number of Stockouts
A 3, 11, 1, 7, 5, 9, 12, 6
B 11, 1, 7, 5, 9, 12, 6, 4
C 7, 5, 9, 12, 6, 4, 8, 10
D 9, 12, 6, 4, 8, 10, 2
TABLE B.l (Continued)
Performance Measure = Total Number of Units Short
A 3, 1, 7, 5, 11, 9, 12, 4, 10, 8
B 12, 4, 10, 8, 2
C 2, 6
TABLE B.2 




Performance Measure: Carrying Costs
A 1 (FE = .1)
B 2 (FE = .4)
Performance Measure: Setup Costs
A 1 (FE = .1)
B 2 (FE = .4)
Performance Measure: Setup and Carrying Costs
A 1 (FE = .1)
B 2 (FE = .4)
Performance Measure: Total Costs
A 1 (FE = .1)
B 2 (FE = .4)
Performance Measure: Total Overtime Hours
A 1 (FE = .1)
B 2 (FE = .4)
Performance Measure: Total Undertime Hours
A 1, 2 (FE = .1 and FE - .4)
Performance Measure: Total Number of Setups
A 1, 2 (FE = .1 and FE - .4)
Performance Measure: Total Number of Stockouts
A . 1 (FE = .1)
B 2 (FE = .4)
Performance Measure: Total Number of Units Short
A 1 (FE = .1)
B 2 (FE = .4)
TABLE B.3 




Performance Measure: Carrying Costs
A 3 (Cv = 1.4)
B 2 (Cv = .8)
C I (Cv = .2)
Performance Measure: Setup Costs
A 3 (Cv = 1.4)
B 2 (Cv = .8)
C 1 (Cv = .2)
Performance Measure: Setup and Carrying Costs
A 3 (Cv = 1.4)
B 2 (Cv = .8)
C 1 (Cv = .2)
Performance Measure: Total Costs
A 3 (Cv = 1.4)
B 2 (Cv = .8)
C 1 (Cv = .2)
Performance Measure: Overtime Hours
A 3 (Cv = 1.4)
B 2 (Cv = .8)
C 1 (Cv = .2)
Performance Measure: Undertime Hours
A 1 (Cv = .2)
B 2 (Cv = .8)
C 3 (Cv = 1.4)
TABLE B.3 - (Continued)
Performance Measure: Total Setups
A 3 (Cv = 1.4)
B 2 (Cv = .8)
C 1 (Cv = .2)
Performance Measure: Total Stockouts
A 1, 2 (Cv = .2, Cv = .8)
B 3 (Cv = 1.4)
Performance Measure = Total Units Short
A 1, 2 (Cv = .2, Cv = .8)
B 3 (Cv = 1.4)
TABLE B.4 




Performance Measure: Carrying Costs
A I (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
Performance Measure: Setup Costs
A 1 (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
Performance Measure: Setup and Carrying Costs
A 1 (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
Performance Measure: Total Costs
A 1 (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
Performance Measure: Overtime Hours
A 1 (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
Performance Measure: Undertime Hours
A 2 (C = No)
B 1 (C = High)
Performance Measure: Total Number of Setups
A 1 (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
TABLE B.4 - (Continued)
Performance Measure: Number of Stockouts
A 1 (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
Performance Measure: Number of Units Short
A 1 (C = High)
B 2 (C = No)
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TABLE B.5
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR LOT SIZE STRATEGY 
FOR HIGH COMMONALITY PRODUCT STRUCTURE 









Mean L . S . Mean L.S. Mean L.S, Mean L.S.
1,807,667.70 9 178.53 7 0.00 1 0.00 1
1,822,670.80 1 180.03 6 0.00 3 0.00 3
1,826,467.70 5 187.50 5 0.03 5 0.10 10
1,842,282.80 8 189.76 9 0.03 6 0.23 6
1,894,410.40 7 198.00 1 0.03 10 2.33 5
1,902,325.20 10 208.36 11 0.03 11 2.70 7
1,919,285.00 6 212.54 3 0.06 7 3.83 2
1,962,647.90 3 212.76 10 0.06 9 4.83 11
1,971,831.20 11 222.73 2 0.10 2 5.26 9
1,999,084.30 2 261.46 8 0.20 8 6.06 12
2,000,009.50 12 297.33 12 0.20 12 7.06 8
2,095,099.90 4 315.20 4 0.30 4 10.90 4
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TABLE B.6
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST FOR LOT SIZE STRATEGY 
FOR NO-COMMANLITY PRODUCT STRUCTURE 









Mean L.S. Mean L.S. Mean L.S. Mean L.S.
2,028,645.80 8 284.73 6 0.00 3 0.00 3
2,149,131.30 6 292.33 7 0.00 11 0.00 11
2,161,399.80 7 325.93 5 0.03 1 0.03 1
2,194,299.20 5 329.60 9 0.03 7 0.96 7
2,238,805.40 1 332.43 1 0.06 5 1.40 5
2,244,764.90 9 371.63 8 0.10 4 1.93 9
2,413,080.70 10 407.96 2 0.10 9 2.36 4
2,429,062.00 2 410.96 10 . 0.16 12 5.70 12
2,429,350.60 11 414.66 3 0.23 8 15.26 8
2,479,529.40 3 419.56 11 0.33 6 17.80 10
2,841,118.70 12 672.83 4 0.43 2 53.60 2





In this appendix the initial conditions and parameters of the 
simulation model are documented.
Product Structure:
The high-commonality product structure set consists of 37 items, 
from which items one through fifteen are finished goods, items sixteen 
through twenty-two are subassemblies, and items twenty-three through 
thirty-seven are parts. Each parent-item in this set consists of the 
following components:
Parent Item No. Component Item No.
1 16, 19, 26
2 16, 27, 29
3 17, 19, 27
4 17, 30, 31
5 18, 30, 31
6 18, 23, 32
7 19, 24, 27,
8 20, 25, 32
9 20, 26, 33
10 20, 28, 34
11 21, 23, 32
12 21, 24, 27,
13 21, 25, 37
14 22, 26, 35








The no-commonality product structure set consists of 97 items, 
from which items one through fifteen are finished goods, items sixteen 
through thirty-two are subassemblies, and items thirty-three through 
ninety-seven are parts. Each parent-item in this set consists of the
following components:
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Parent Item No. Component Item No.
1 16, 17, 37
2 18, 38, 41
3 19, 20, 44
4 21, 49, 50
5 22, 53, 54
6 23, 57, 58
7 24, 61, 62, 63
8 25, 66, 67
9 26, 70, 71
10 27, 74, 75
11 28, 78, 79
12 29, 82, 83, 84
13 30, 87, 88
14 31, 91, 92



















The yearly demand patterns for each end-item for different levels 
of demand variability are as follows:
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a. Cv = .2
Item No. 1 2 3 4
Period 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 “1 1-~—“ “ ■ —
1 35 39 42 45 46 49 53 60 61 64 60 40
2 52 56 60 61 65 71 80 81 86 80 53 47
3 70 75 77 81 88 100 102 107 100 67 58 65
4 90 92 98 106 120 122 128 120 80 70 78 84
5 107 114 124 140 142 150 140 93 82 91 98 105
6 .130 142 160 162 171 160 106 95 104 112 120 122
7 159 180 183 192 180 120 105 117 126 135 138 147
8 200 203 214 200 133 117 130 140 150 153 163 177
9 223 235 220 146 130 143 154 165 168 179 195 220
10 257 240 160 140 156 168 180 184 195 212 240 244
11 260 173 152 169 182 195 199 212 230 260 264 278
12 186 164 182 196 210 214 228 248 280 284 300 280
13 195 210 225 230 244 266 300 304 321 300 200 175
14 208 224 240 245 261 283 320 325 342 320 213 187
15 301 340 345 364 340 226 199 221 238 255 260 277
b. Cv = 
Item No.
.8
1 2 3 4
Period 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12-’
1 15 18 24 57 90 123 105 78 30 24 18 12
2 24 32 76 120 164 140 104 40 32 24 16 20
3 40 95 150 205 175 130 50 40 30 20 25 30
4 114 180 246 210 156 60 48 36 24 30 36 48
5 210 287 245 182 70 56 42 28 35 42 56 133
6 328 280 208 80 64 48 32 40 48 64 152 240
7 315 234 90 72 54 36 45 54 72 171 270 369
8 260 100 80 60 40 50 60 80 190 300 410 350
9 110 88 66 44 55 66 88 209 330 451 385 286
10 96 72 48 60 72 96 228 360 492 420 312 120
11 78 52 65 78 104 247 390 533 455 338 130 104
12 56 70 84 112 266 420 574 490 364 140 112 84
13 285 450 615 525 390 150 120 90 60 75 90 120
14 656 560 416 160 128 96 64 80 96 128 304 480
15 136 323 510 697 595 442 170 136 102 68 85 102
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c. Cv = 1.4
tern No. 1 2 3 4
Period 
5 6 7 8 _9 10 11 12' ' ' ' 1
1 6 12 12 21 24 117 210 150 18 12 6 6
2 16 16 28 32 156 280 200 24 16 8 8 8
3 35 40 195 350 250 30 20 10 10 10 20 20
4 48 234 420 300 36 24 12 12 12 24 24 42
5 273 490 350 42 28 14 14 14 28 28 49 56
6 560 400 48 32 16 16 16 32 32 56 64 312
7 450 54 36 18 18 18 36 36 63 72 351 630
8 20 20 40 70 84 390 696 500 60 40 20 20
9 44 22 22 22 44 44 77 88 429 770 550 66
10 24 24 24 48 48 84 96 468 840 600 72 48
11 26 26 52 52 91 104 507 910 650 78 52 26
12 56 96 112 546 980 700 84 56 28 28 28 56
13 90 60 30 30 30 60 60 105 120 575 1050 750
14 1120 800 96 64 32 32 32 64 64 112 128 614
15 136 653 1190 850 102 68 34 34 34 68 68 119
Initial Inventory:
The initial inventory for each end-item was set equivalent to one 
month demand for that item. For intermediate items, the initial 
inventory was set equivalent to one period requirements for that item, 
as derived from the requirements of its parent item(s). These initial 
inventories were then revised during the preliminary runs to help 
smooth emergence of the equilibrium state. The revised values of the 
initial inventories for both high and no-commonality product structure 
sets are as follows:
a. C = High
Items 1-10 207 416 870 1038 1183 1056 894 950 954 951
Items 11-20 936 1792 2265 2112 2261 280 433 603 670 1308
Items 21-30 1675 1298 1116 1193 1657 1620 1939 1750 762 1830
Items 31-37 2184 2903 1110 2151 1620 1969 1894
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C = No 
Items 1-10 207 416 870 1038 1183 1056 894 950 954 951
Items 11-20. 936 1792 2265 2112 2261 119 119 158 198 198
Items 21-30 238 279 317 356 396 436 475 515 554 594
Items 31-40 634 673 119 119 119 119 119 158 158 158
Items 41-50 158 198 198 198 198 198 234 234 234 234
Items 51-60 279 279 279 279 317 317 317 317 356 356
Items 61-70 356 356 356 396 396 396 396 436 436 436
Items 71-80 436 475 475 475 475 515 515 515 515 554
Items 81-90 554 554 554 554 594 594 594 594 634 634
Items 91-97 634 634 673 673 673 673 673
Setup and Run Time:
The setup times and run times for all items were so selected to 
produce a setup to a carrying cost ratio of 80 (carrying cost was set at 
24% of the unit cost for each item). Following is a list of these times 
for both product structure sets.
a. C = High
Item No.  Setup Time________________________
1-8 1805.0 1590.0 1305.6 768.0 633.6 960.0 1163.5 491.5
9-16 914.0 683.5 994.0 1210.0 668.0 722.0 691.0 921.0
17-24 499.0 422.0 384.0 315.0 453.0 261.0 353.0 300.0
25-32 51.8 269.0 246.0 44.0 261.0 42.0 84.0 75.0
33-37 242.0 226.0 88.3 73.0 80.6




5.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 3.0
3.0 2.0 10.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 9.0 7.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 1.5 3.5
2.3 1.2 3.0 1.0 1.8 1.3 2.2 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.0
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b. C = No 
Item No. Setup Time
1-8 1805 .0 1590. 0 1305,.6 768..0 633. 6 960. 0 1163.,5 491 .5
9-16 914 .0 683. 5 994,,0 1210. 0 668. 0 722. 0 691. 0 921 .0
17-24 384 .0 921. 0 499,.0 384. 0 499. 0 422. 0 422.,0 384 .0
25-32 315 .0 315. 0 315,.0 453. 0 453. 0 453. 0 261.,0 261 .0
33-40 353 .0 300. 0 242,.0 51. 8 269. 0 246. 0 353.,0 300 .0
41-48 261 .0 88; 3 269..0 246. 0 242. 0 51. 8 88.,3 269 .0
49-56 42 .0 84. 0 261..0 42. 0 84. 0 75. 0 44.,0 261 .0
57-64 353 .0 75. 0 242..0 51. 8 300. 0 246. 0 84. 0 42 .0
65-72 84 .0 51. 8 75.,0 42. 0 84. 0 269. 0 242. 0 42 .0
73-80 84 .0 44. 0 226.,0 75. 0 226. 0 353. 0 75. 0 75,.0
81-88 226 .0 246. 0 300.,0 88. 3 75. 0 226. 0 51. 8 80,.6
89-96 73 .0 80. 6 269.,0 88. 3 73. 0 80. 6 73. 0 246,.0
97 44,.0
Item No. Run Time
1-13 5.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 3-0 5.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 3.0
14-26 3.0 2.0 10.0 4.0 10.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 9.0 9.0
27-39 9.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 2.2 1.5 3.5 2.3 2.0
40-52 4.0 3.0 2.0 3.5 2.3 2.2 1.5 2.0 3.5 1.0 1.8 1.2 1.3
53-65 1.0 1.8 1.2 3.0 2.2 1.3 2.2 1.5 4.0 2.3 1.8 1.0 1.8
66-78 1.5 1.3 1.0 1.8 3.5 2.2 1.0 1.8 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.5 2.0
79-91 1.3 1.3 1.5 2.3 4.0 2.0 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.2 1.0 3.5
92-97 2.0 1.2 1.0 1.2 2.3 1.2
Cost Data:
The labor cost was set at five dollars per hour in all three 
departments. The unit cost of each item was calculated based on the 
cost of its components (material and direct labor) and direct labor 
cost involved in production of one unit of that item. This unit cost 
was then adjusted for setup cost during the preliminary runs of the 
simulation.
Part Numbers 23-37 in the high-commonality product structure 
set —  and their counterparts in the no-commonality set -- are made 
using raw material numbers 38-45 (for no-commonality set these raw 
materials have different numbers). The raw material unit costs are as
follows:
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These raw materials are used in production of the parts according to 
the following bill of material:
















The adjusted unit costs for the items in both high and no-commonality 
product structure sets are as follows:
a. C - High
Item No. ________________ Cost Per Unit (In Dollars)____________________
1-10 470.0 414.0 340.0 200.0 165.0 250.0 303.0 128.0 238.0 178.0
11-20 260.0 315.0 174.0 188.0 180.0 240.0 130.0 110.0 100.0 82.0
21-30 118.0 68.0 92.0 78.0 13.5 70.0 64.0 11.5 68.0 11.0
31-37 22.0 19.5 63.0 59.0 23.0 19.0 21.0
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b. C = No
Item No. ________________ Cost Per Unit Cln Dollars)
1-10 470 .0 414,.0 340,.0 200. 0 165 .0 250,.0 303 .0 128 .0 238 .0 178 .0
11-20 260 .0 315,.0 174..0 188. 0 180 .0 240,.0 100 .0 240,.0 130 .0 100 .0
21-30 130 .0 110..0 110..0 100. 0 82 .0 82..0 82 .0 118,.0 118 .0 118 .0
31-40 68 .0 68..0 92,.0 78. 0 63 .0 13.,5 70 .0 64,.0 92 .0 78 .0
41-50 68 .0 23,.0 70..0 64. 0 63 .0 13,.5 23 .0 70,.0 11 .0 22 .0
51-60 11 .5 68..0 11..0 22. 0 11 .5 68..0 92 .0 19,.5 63 .0 13 .5
61-70 78 .0 64..0 22..0 11. 0 22 .0 13.,5 19 .5 11,,0 22 .0 70 .0
71-80 63 .0 11.,0 22.,0 11. 5 59 .0 19.,5 59 .0 92,.0 19,.5 19 .5
81-90 59 .0 64.,0 78. 0 23. 0 19 .5 59.,0 13 .5 21..0 19,.0 21 .0
91-97 70 .0 23.,0 19..0 21. 0 19 .0 64.,0 11 .5
The other two cost parameters in the simulation model were over­
time cost and shortage costs. Overtime cost was set at one and
one-half times the regular time cost. Shortage cost per unit was 









DIMENSION AP(97)?BMR(3)?BN(3)?B0(15)?COST<7> ?COSTY<7> rDFG(15 f144>? 
1F0RCST(15?144) fJMS<97> fJ0L<3) f KMS ( 97 ) r SETUP (3) t OTH13) f RH (3) i 
2S(97)?SFG(15)?STH<3>?SUH(3>>TBC15>?TRH(3>fU<97> fUS(15> fB0C(15)f 
3V(97)f XIH(3 > r XLU< 3 ) fXM(97)fXM1(97r97)fYOTH(3)tYSETUP<3)fNSETUP<3)f 
4CM(97 ) fT0TH(3) fTSTH(3) fTSUH(3) ? TTFvH < 3 > ? COSTAL < 7) ?C0STAV<7) f 
5TXIH(3)fYRH(3)fYSTH<3>fYSUH<3>fYXIH(3> fE(15f144)fRATIO(97)f 
60THAL(3> f0THAV<3> ?XIHAL<3> ?XIHAV(3> ?R(6> fNSETAL<3> fNBLTAV(3)
C
INTEGER AP fBMR fB N fBQ fCOMPfDFG fFORCSTfGROSSfIINV fINVfJMS fJUL fKMS fKT 
1 fLUTIMEfLEVEL?MAX?ORDER?PfFP fPART jG fRECPTfRELSDfSCMED fSETUPSfSFG f 
2T fTB fTBO fTOTLULfUS fUSAGEfX fXI fXLW fXM fXMI fCOLECTfSTKOUTfD fDD fSETUP? 
3YSETUP?STKAL?STKAVfVAR 1?VAR2fVAR3 fVAR4
D
COMMON/AA/ COMP(32?10)?GROSS(97r144)?11NV(97> ?INV(97?144)? 
1LEVEL<97) ? NET <97? 14 4 ) f ORDER < 97 ? 1 4 4 ) f PART < 97 ).? 0 < 32) ? RECPT ( 97 f 144 ) f 
2RELSD(97?144)?SCHED(97?144)?USAGE(32?5> ?PP(65)fP fMAX?T rXrXI(97)? 
3TGTLVL?LDTIME<97)fIPP(97)?IQ(97)?KT fLENT(97)?MIN(14 4)?D (97) 
COMMON/BB/C(97)? CARY(97)?SETUPC<97)?UU$(144?144)
C
DOUBLE PRECISION IIX 
IIX=8931
INITIALIZATION














DO 1 1=1>97 
IFU.GT.15) GO TO 2 
BO(I)=0 
SFG <I)=0 
T B (I > =0 
US(I)=0 
BO 18 M=1f MM 
FORCST(I> M )=0
18 CONTINUE
2 AF* < I > =0 
JMS(I)=0 
KMS(I)=0 
VU> = 0 .
X I (I)=0 
XM<I>=0 no 19 M=1» MM 
GROSS(11M)=0 
INU(I»M)=0 
MET(I » M )=0 
QRDEF; (I f M ) =0 





HO 3 ID=1f3 
J 0 L (IIO = 0 
NSETUF* (ID) =0 
NSETUF* (ID)=0 
0TH(IIO=0. 156





T R H ( ID) = 0 . 
TOTH(IEO =0 . 
TRH( IEO =0. 




YOTH <ID > =0. 
YSETUP(IEO = 










BO 5 K = 1 j 7 
COST C K )=0. 
COSTY(K )=0. 
COSTAL < K ) = 






NMS = 0 
SETUPS=0 
STKDUT=0 
TC0ST = 0 *
T C O S T Y =0♦
C READ IN THE PARAMETER VALUES
READ(Sr301)BMRrBNrXLU
301 FORMAT < 915)
READ(5*302)0
302 FORMAT < 3312) 
MAX=BN(1)+BN(2)+&N<3>
MAT=BN C1)+BN C 2)
NFGS=BN C1)
MASY=BMR(2 > +1







DO 102 I = 1» MAT




READ(5 f 304 > (XMl(IfJ) »J=1» MAX)
103 CONTINUE
C
DO 104 1 = 1 1NF6S












































WRITE t 6 j 403)(I»(DFG(I»M> »M = 1,P) >1? 
F0RMAT(1X»'DFG(I.M) FOR ITEM'fI3> 
URITE(6 t 799)
















316 F0RHATC1X,'THE PERIOD * IS = ',13)
C
IF<T*EQ.1)GQ TO 11 
JMM=MM/P
C
DO 10 J=1,JKM 
IF(T.EG. CP*J-H) >G0 TO 11 
IF < T * LT.<P*J+1)>60 TO 21
10 CONTINUE
START A NED RUN OF P PERIOD 
CLEAR THE PERFORMANCE MEASURE COLLECTORS




I B0 = 0
C































T I N W = 0  t
IF(T .EQ * 1)GO TO 33 
GO TO 21
C
33 DO 34 1 = 1 * MAX 
JMS(I)=0 
KMSCI)=0xi(i) = 11 n y <i )
34 CONTINUE
C
21 KT = T + P-1
C
DO 102? 1 = 1* MAX 
DO 1023 M = T tKT 




DO 1039 I=1*NFGS 













CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM ORDER SIZE FOR 
A- CALCULATION OF YEARLY DEMAND
DO 151 I=1fHAX 
D < I > = 0 
151 CONTINUE
DO 15? I=1tNFGS 
DO 153 M=1,P 
D(I)=D(I)+FORCST(IfM)
.153 CONTINUE





DO 165 I=MASY * MAT 
DO 163 J=MATYtMAX 
IFCXM1(I»J))163*163,161 
161 IK J)=D<J)+D(I)*XM1(I»J)




















B- CALCULATION OF UNIT COSTS
DO 467 1 = 1» MAX 
IF(T.ER*1)XI<I)=IINV(I)




C- CALCULATION OF LOT SIZE »I.E.»IQ<I)
IQ(I)-SQRT((2*D(I>*S<I)*WR)/<12*XIC#C<I)))
CALCULATION OF ORDERING INTERVALS FOR ‘POR1 LOT SIZING TECHNIQE 
BP = P
ALENT=((IQ(I)*BP)/D(I)> + .7 
LENT(I>=ALENT
CALCULATION OF F'ART F'ERIOH OUANTITY FOR ‘PPB1 LOT SIZING TECHNIQUE 
IPP<I)=<S<I)*UR)/(XIC*C<I>)
169 CONTINUE
CALCULATION OF SETUP AND CARRYING COSTS FOR END ITEMS




CALCULATE SETUP TO INVENTORY CARRYING COST RATIO 
DO 7 1 = 1»MAX
RATIO(I)=SETUPC<I)/CARY(I)
7 CONTINUE


















IF(T .LE,12)GO TO 22
IF CT tGT * MT »AND» T ,LE>(MT+P))G0 TO 22
IF(T.EQ*24.0R.T.EQ»48.0R,T.EQ«72.0R.T«EQ.96.0R.T.EQ.120)GO TO 22 




IF<T * E 0 * P ) G 0 TO 1040 
IF(T »NE * MT)GO TO 1040 
URITE<6»799)
URITE(6»680> <I»C(I>»1=1»MAX)
680 FORMAT(10(' C ('»12»')='»F5.0))
W P T T F ( A.7 9 9 )
WRITE*6*6)(I iRAT 10 <I) » 1 = 1 tMAX >







35 DO 70 ID=1»3
ZERO MATERIAL USAGE







34 X M ( J > = 0
C BET MATERIAL LOWER AND UPPER LIMITS FOR THIS DEPARTMENT
IL=BMR <ID) + 1 
IU-BMR(ID)+BN(ID)
C COMPUTE MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
C
DO 38 IP=IL.IU 




DO 49 J=1.MAX 
C CHECK MATERIAL AVAILABILITY
IFCXICJ)>39.40.40
39 XI(J)=0 
V C J ) =0.
40 CONTINUE
IFCXMCJ)-XI(J)>49.49.41 




C REDUCE DESIRED PRODUCTION
C





C ADD * OF MATERIAL SHORTAGE OCCASIONS FOR THIS PERIOD
NMS=NMS+1
ITEM WHICH ITS PRODUCTION WAS CUT BECAUSE OF SHORTAGE OF ITEM J 
JMS(NMS > = IP















C END AVAILABILITY CHECK'
C
C ZERO MAN HOUR REQS
C TR=TOTAL RUN TIME REQUIRED IN THE DEPT FOR THE PERIOD
C TS=TOT AL SETUP TIME REQUIRED IN THE DEPT FUR THE PERIOD
C TT=TOTAL SETUP AND RUN TIME REQUIRED IN THE DEPT FOR THE PERIOD
TT-O.
TS = 0 
TR=0.
GET MAN HOUR REQS







C NOU UE HAVE MAN HOUR REQS IN DEPT(ID)
C STRAIGHT TIME MAN HOURS IN DEPT(ID)
ST=160.*XLUCID)
C CHECK OVERTIME AND CALC OVER AND IDLE TIME
IF(TT-ST ) 52 r 52 r 53 
C AMPLE STRAIGHT MAN-HOURS AVAILABLE IN DEPT(ID)
52 0TH(ID)»0.
XIH<ID)=ST -TT 
F = 1 , 166
GO TO 64
AVAILABLE STRAIGHT MAN-HOURS IN DEPT(ID > IS NOT SUFFICIENT
53 F=TT/ST 
WRITE<6i26)ID»T»F
26 FORMAT(10Xj'F (OTH FACTOR) FOR DEPT'»I2t' FOR PERIOD ' j IZ, 
*F10.2>
54 CONTINUE
IF(F-XMOT) 56 j 56» 57
56 F-l.
GO TO 63
GET FACTOR TO REDUCE PRODUCTION
57 F=XMOT/F 
WRITEC6»27)IDjT tF




t t = X M O T * S T  
IFCTT-TS)61t61>62










TS = 0 .
OVERTIME COST FUDGE FACTOR
G=(iST +1,S*OTH(IB)>/(ST +OTH(ID)))*UR
REDUCE PRODUCTION IF NECESSARY AND ADD SETUP AND RUN TIME 
SETUP(ID)=0
164 DO 69 IF'=IL> IU
ORDER(IPrT>-F*ORDER(IP,T>




SETUP (ID) =SETUF‘ (ID) + 1 
RUNTIM=ORDER(IPtT)#U(IP)
TR=TR+RUNTIM
C ADD IN LABOR COST FOR THIS ITEM (IN THIS DEPT)
TL=(S(IP)+RUNTIM)*G 
TV=TL




265 DO 67 IZ = MASY , MAX
IF (XM1(IP/IZ)-1 )67 / 66,66










C ADD OUTPUT INVENTORY UNITS AND VALUE
C UPDATE THE END OF THE PERIOD INVENTORY FOR ITEM IP
68 XI(IP)"XI(IF)+ORDER(IP,T>
C UPDATE THE END OF THE PERIOD INVENTORY VALUE FOR ITEM IP
V(IF‘)=V( IPH-TV
69 CONTINUE


















RECORD STRAIGHT TIME HOURS
STRAIGHT TIME MAN-HOURS AVAILABLE IN DEPT(ID) 
STH(ID > =ST
SETUP MAN-HOURS USED IN DEPT(ID)
SUH(ID)=TS
RUN MAN-HOURS USED IN DEPT(ID)
RH(ID)=TR
PAYROLL COST FOR THIS PERIOD I
P A Y CST =( ST +1,5*0T H (ID))*UR
TOTAL COST OF PAYROLL IN ALL DEPTS TO DATE
COSTPA- COSTPA + PAYCST




























C START DEMAND AND SALES CALCULATION
FINISHED GOODS PRODUCT ITERATION
COST(5)=0♦
DO 75 I = 1r NFGS
C CHECK IF ENOUGH INVENTORY
IF(XI(I)-DFG(IfT>) 72 f 73173
C SHORTAGE OF FINISHED GOOD I
72 US(I)=XI(I)
C COUNT NUMBER OF UNITS SHORT
BO(I)=DFG(IiT)-XI(I)
IBO = IBO-I BO< I >





C THERE IS SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF INVENTORY OF FINISHED GOOD I
73 USCI)=DFG(ItT)
BO <I> = 0
174 Z=V(I)/XI(I)
C REDUCE UNITS AND VALUE FOR AMOUNT SUPPLIED
175 V (I)=V(I )-US < I ) *Z 
XI(I)=XI<I)-US(I)
C LOST SALES COST (SHORTAGE COST)


















o END OF FINISHED GOODS LOOP
INVENTORY TOTALS FOR YEAR AND INV HOLDING COST 
TI = 0 *
DO SO I F'= 1 r MAX 




HOLDING COST FOR THE PERIOD IS 
COST C1 )=TI*XIC
SETUP COST FOR THE PERIOD IS
C0ST<2)=PSUH*UR
COST(3)=C0ST <1)+C0ST(2)
OVER TIME COST FOR PERIOD T IS
COST(4)-P0TH#1.5#UR
IDLE TINE COST FOR PERIOD T IS *.
COST(6)=PXIH#UR
C0ST(7)=CQST<3)+CQST(4)+C0ST(5)
ADD COSTS FOR YEAR 
TC=0 -








UR ITE(& r 800)T





WRITE(&f704)(If AP(I)f1 = 1 r MAX)
704 FORMAT(10 (' AP('»I2»')='i14rIX))
WRITE(6 f 799)
URITE(6f705XIfUS(I)>I=1»NFGS)




WRITEdf 708) (IDf YSETUP(ID),1D“1»3)
70S FORMAT(3 ( ' YSETUPC'f11,') = '»14))
WRITE(6 f 799)
URITE(6 f 91)(IiCOST(I)f1=1i7)
91 FORMAT< 7 ( ' COST('fI1t')='»F7.0))
' URITE(6f33)(IfCOSTY(I>f1-1f7)
83 FORMATdXf 7( ' COSTY( ' >Ilf ' ) = ' t F8 ♦ 0))
WRITE(6f799)
URITEdf 92)T
92 FORMAT ( lXf 'OTH(IIi) fRH(ID) f STH(ID) f SUH(ID) fXIHC ID) t IN PERIOD dlS) 




31 F O R M A T d X f 'YOTH(ID)iYRH(ID)fYSTH(ID)iYBUH(ID)tYXIH(ID)tIN PERIOD 
*f 15)
WRITE(6 t 799)





58 FORMATdXf'NMS FOR THIS PERIOD = dI3)
WRITE(6f9)STK0UT 
9 FORMATdXf'YEAR TO DATE * OF STOCKOUTS = 'iI4>
URITE(& r 799)
WRITE(6>90)(B01I)»I=1»NFGS)
90 FORMATdXf'i OF UNITS SHORT OF PRODUCT I IS 't5I6>
URITEC6,79?)
WRITE(6 r 29)T
29 FORMAT(IOXj 'END OF THE PERIOD INV. FOR ITEM I IN PERI0D'iJ3r' IS') 
WRITE(6 f 799)
WRITE(6>30) d f X K I ) >1=1fMAX)
30 FORMAT d O (  ' XI < ' » 12 t ' ) = ' j 15) )
IF(T * LT * 36)60 TO 189
IF(T . EQ.MT)GO TO 93 





599 F0RMAT(35Xt'******* RECORD OF OBSERVATIONS IN PERIOD** 't I3>' 
X** ***#***')
UR I TE < 6 f 799 )■
WRITE(6»610)d f  C O S T Y d )j1=1>7)
610 FORMAT(IX r 7(' COSTY('/Ilf') ='>F8*0))
WKITE(6 > 799)
URITE(6t620)(IDtYOTH(ID)>10=1>3)
620 FORMAT ( 3 d  YOTH ( '» 11 r ' ) = d  F6 .0 ) >
WRITE(6 ? 799)
URITE(6 > 630)(IDiYXIH(ID) , ID = 1 > 3 )
630 FORMAT( 3 d  YXIH('»I1 t ' )=d F 6 „0))
URITE(6f799)
URITE(6> 640)CID> YSETUP(ID)rID=l>3)
640 F0RMAT<3(' YSETUP('»I1f')=d 14))
UF:I TE ( 6 i 799 )
WRITE<6>660)(ID > NSETUP(ID)>ID=1t3)








650 FORMATtIX,'NUMBER OF STOCKOUTS FOR THIS PLANNING HORIZON -',15) 
URITE<6,799>
URITE<6,670>IBO
670 FORMAT*'TOTAL NO. OF UNITS SHORT IN THIS PLANNING HORIZON ='»IB)
C
URITEC8,600)YAR1,VAR2,VAR3,VAR4,(COSTY(I),1=1,7),(YOTH(I),1=1,3),( 

















NSETAU (ID) =NSETAL( IID/5
OTHAV(ID)=OTHAL(IIi)/5.
XIHAV (IIi) =XIHAL (ID ) / 5 ♦
188 CONTINUE 
STKAU=STKAL/5.
CHECK FOR NUMBER OF RUNS










200 F0RMAT(35X»'***** END OF THE SIMULATION REPORTS OF THE AVERAGES 
'/. %%%%%')
UR ITE(6i799)
WRITEC6*96)(I > COSTAV<I)>1 = 1» 7)
96 FORMAT(7(' CAV('rII»')='fF8*0))
WRITE< 6 j 799)
WRITE(6j97) (I Ii r 0THAV (ID) rID=lr3)
97 FORMAT(3 ( ' OTHAV('»I1>')= '>F8,0)>
U R I T E ( 6 j 799)
URITE<6>98)<ID»XIHAV(ID> »ID=1t3)
99 FORMAT(3 ( ' XIHAV( ' r 11» ' > = '>F8.0)>
WRITE(6» 799}
URITE(6»99)STKAV 
99 FORMAT <1X >' S T K A V = '>16)
WRITE(6» 799)
WRITE(6j100)(IB»NSETAVCID)fID=1>3)
100 FORMAT(3(' NSETAV('rIII') ='r16))
WRITE(6>799)





1 j LUTIME r LEVEL r MAX t ORElER t P r PP; PART r Q j RECPT »RELSD t SCHED t SETUPS t SFG > 
2T>TB>TB0> TOTLVLj US > USAGE > XrXI >XLW>XM>XM1 >COLECT>STKOUTrBrDUr SETUP
C
COMMON/A A/ COMP(32 j 10) >GR0SS(97>144) y IINV(97) »INV(97j144) >










3T0TLVLfLDTIME<97)fIPPC97)fIQ<97>fKTfLENT<97) tMIN<14 4) tD <97> 
C0MM0N/BB/C(97> f CARY (97) rSETUPCC97) f WW$ (14 A , 1 4 4 )
INV(XfT)=XI(X)
JT=T +P-1 
DO 40 M=T fJT
NET<XfM>=GROSSCXtM>-SCHED(XfM)-INV(XfM>
M1=M+1
IFCNET(XfH).GE.O>GO TO 5 
IF(NET(XfM>.LT.0>G0 TO 10 
5 INV(XfM1)=0 
GO TO 15 




IF (DD.LE.T)GO TO 20 




CALL LOT SIZE SUBROUTINE 
IF (LEVEL(X ). E G .0)CALL PPB 
IF < LEVEL < X ).NE.0)CALL LFL
ENTER GROSS REQUIREMENTS INTO APPROPRIATE MONTHS OF IMMEDIATE 
LOWER LEVEL COMPONENTS i 
MAT = 32
IF(X *6T.MAT>GO TO 55 
IH = 1 
4S Z = COMP (X fIH)
IF CZ .EQ. 0) GO TO 55 










IH = IH + 1 








1fLDTIMEiLEVEL fMAX tORDERrP » PP? PART f G f RECPT fRELSD 1 SCHEDiSETUPS f SFG f 
2Tf TBfTBOfTOTLULfUSfUSAGEfXfXIfXLWfXMfXMIfCOLECTfSTKOUTfDrDDrSETUP
C
COMMON/AA/ COMP (32 1 10) fGROSS<97f 1-14 5 fIINV(97) fINV<97f144> f 





1. FIND ALL COMPONENTS ON THIS CURRENT LEUEL
KT=T+P-1 
DO 30 I=1fMAX 
DO 29 M = T f KT 




40 DO 50 I = If T O T L U L f I  
K = I - 1 










DO 43 J = 1> MAX
IF (LEVEL (J) .NE. K> GO TO 43 
IM=IM+1
PPCIM) = PART <J)
43 CONTINUE 
N - 1 
4 5 X = P P ( N )
C
C 2 * CALL NETTING PROCESS
C
INV (X 7 1 ) = IINV (X)
CALL NETOUT
3. DETERMINE IF ALL COMPONENTS ON THIS LEVEL HAVE BFEN
NETTED OR THEIR IMMEDIATE COMPONENTS UPDATED IN THEIR 
GROSS REQUIREMENTS? WRITE OUT NETT ING-HORIZON
N = N + 1





INTEGER AP»BMR»BNiBO>COMP»DFG>FORCST»GROSSiI INV7INViJMStJOL»KMS»KT 
17LDTIME 7 LEVEL 7 MAX 7 ORDER 7 P 7 F'P fPART 7QrRECPT>RELSDjSCHED»SETUPSrSFG» 
2 T 7T B 7 TBO 7TOTLVL 7 US 7 USAGE*X»XI 7 XLU7XM7XM17COLECT7STKOUT7DrDD7 SETUP
C
COMMON/AA/ COMP<32710)7 GROSS(977 144)»IINV(97)7INV<977144)7 
1LEVEL(97)»NETC97f14 4)tORDER<97»144)tPART < 97)7 Q (32)7 RECPT(97 r144)f 
2RELSIK97.144)7SCHED<97714 4 ) 7 USAGE(32 7 5)jPP(65)7 P 7 MAX 7 T 7 X 7XI(97 )7 '
3T0TLVLfLDTIME(97)fIPP(97) 1 IQ(97)7KT 7 LENT(97)7 MIN(144)rD(97) 
C0MM0N/BB/C(97) 7 CARY(97) 7 SETUPC(97)7 WW$<144 7 1 44)
DO 80 M=TiKT 
ORDER(X j M )=0 
80 CONTINUE 
KK = T 
85 H=KK
IF(RELSD(X» M ))100,100>90 
90 IF<RELSD<Xfh>.LE.IQ(X))G0 TO 95 
ORDER(X j M )=RELSD(X r M ) 
RELSD(XtH)=0 
(30 TO 115 
95 ORDER(XfM)=IQ(X)
IZ=IQ(X)-RELSD(X?M)
RELSD(X ? M )=0
IF(M .EQ.KT)GO TO 125
MT=N+1
DO 99 J=MTiKT
IF(RELSD(X>J).L E .IZ)GO TO 97 
RELSD(X»J)=RELSD(XfJ)-IZ 
KK=J
GO TO 120 
97 ORDER(X » J )=0
IZ = IZ-RELSD(X » J )
RELSD(X f M )=0 
IF(J * EQ » KT 3 GO TO 125 
99 CONTINUE 
. GO TO 125 
100 ORDER(X j M )=0 
RELSD(X »M ;=0 
115 KK=KK+1 '







INTEGER AF'f BMRfBNfBOfCOMPfDFGfFORCSTfGROSSfIINVt INV* JMS; JOLfKMStKT 
1 f LDTIME 7 LEVEL r MAX f ORDER 7 P 7 PP j PART ; I! > RECF'T f RELSD 7 SCHED t SETUPS 1 SFG f 
2T fTBfTBQfTOTLVLfUSf USAGE fXfXIfXLWfXMfXMIfCOLECT rSTKGUT jDrDDr SETUP
COMMON/AA/ COMP <32 i 10) f GROSS (97 f 144 ) 1 1 INV ( 97 ) f INV (97 f 14 4 ) f 
1LEVELC97) r  MET(97,144) , GRBER(9?, 1 4 4 ) ,PART( 97 > fG(32> > RECPT < 97 f 144 ) f  
2RELSD(97 f144) f SCHED ( 97 1 144 ) f USAGE (32 t 5 ) f P P  ( 65 ) , P f M AX j I f X » X I C 97 > f 
3TDTLVL»L»TIME('97)fIPP(97)fIQ(97)fKTfLENT(97)fMIH(14 4)»D <97) 
CQMM0N/BB/C(97)fCARY<97> f5ETUPC<97> fUU$<144f144)
DO 70 M=T fK1 
QRDER<XfM)=0 
70 CONTINUE
DO 100 M=TfKT 
IF(RELSD(X f N ))IOOf100 f 80 
80 ML=M+LENT(X)-1
IF(ML.GT.132)G0 TO 120 
n o  e5 j = m  f ml










1 fLDTIMEfLEVEL f MAXfORDERfPfPPfPART j Q f RECPT f RELSDf SCHEDfSETUPS f SFG f 
2Tf TBf TEtO fTOTLVLf US f USAGE »Xf XI tXLW»X-H»XMi»C0LECT»STKOUT»B»nil» SETUP
C
COMMON/AA/ C0MP(32f10)fGROSSC97 i 144) f11NV<97)f INV<97fi44)f 
1LEVEL<97).NET(9?f144)f0RB£R'97f144)fPART<97).Q (32)•RFCPT(97t144)t L80
2RE LSI K 97 7 14')) » S C H ED  ( 97 > 1 44 > t U S A G E  (3275) , PP<65) j P , MAX  , T i X , XI ( 97) , 
3 T Q T L V L , L B T I M E ( ? 7 ) , I P P < 9 7 ) , 1 0 ( 9 7 ) , K T , L E N T ( 9 7 ) » H I N < 1 4 4 ) r D <97) 
C O M M O N / B B / C ( 9 7 )  ,C A R Y (97) , SE T U P C ( 9 7 )  ,Wld$(144,144)
BO 50 M=T , KT 
0 R D E R ( X , M ) = 0  
50 C O N T I N U E
DO 150 M = T , K T  
I F <R E L S D < X , M ) > 1 4 5 , 1 4 5 , 7 0  
70 N = 0 
ISU M= 0
DO 90 J = M ,KT 
I S U M = I S U M + N * R E L S D ( X » J )
I F ( I S U M - I P P ( X ) ) 3 0 » 1 0 0 , 1 0 0  
30 I S U M L T = I S U M  
O R D E R ( X , J ) = 0  
H = N H  
90 C O N T I N U E  
100 I D I F 1 = I S U M - I P P ( X )
IIlIF2=IPP(X)-ISUMLT 
I F (I D I F 1 - I D I F 2 ) 1 3 0 , 1 1 0 , 1 1 0  
110 L J = J - 1
DO 120 K = M ,LJ
O R D E R  ( X , M ) = O R D E R  ( X , fl) + R E L S B  (X , K )
R E L S D (X ,K ) =0 
120 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 150 
130 DO 140 I = M » J
O R D E R ( X » M ) = O R D E R ( X » M ) + R E L S D ( X , I )
R E L S D (X ,I )=0 
140 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 150 
145 O R D E R ( X , M > = 0  
150 C O N T I N U E  





I N T EG E R  A P f B M R f B N f B O f C O M P f D F G f F O R C S T f G R O S S f I I N V f I N V f J M S ; J O L rKM SrKT 
1 f L D T I H E f L E U E L f M A X f O R D E R f P f P P f P A R T fQ f R E C P T f R E L S D f S C H E D f S E T U P S f S F G f 
2 T f T B f T B O f T O T L O L fU S fU S A G E f X f X I f X L U fX M fX M 1 f C O L E C T fS T K O U T fD fD D f SE TUP
COHHON/AA/ COMP( 3 2f10) fGROSS(97f144) fIINYC.97) fINVC97f144) f 
1LEVEL<97 ) 1 NET ('97 f 144)fORDER(97f144)fPART(97)fG(32)fRECPT(97f144)f 
2RELSD(97f144)1SCHED<971144>fUSAGE( 3 2 ?5 )fPP<65)fPfMAXfT fX f XI(97 )f 
3T0TLVLfLDTIME(97) r I PP < 97 ) f IQ ( 97 ) f KT f LENT ( 97 ) f M IN ( 1 44 ) f D ( 97 ) 
COMMON/BB/CC97) f CARY (97) »SETUPC(97> 1 UW* (144 »144 )'
T S E T = S E T U P C ( X )
DO 60 h=T f KT 
M1N(M)=0 
0 R D E R ( X f M > = 0  
DO 50 J= T f K T  
W U $ ( M f J ) = 0  
50 C O N T I N U E  
60 C O N T I N U E
DO 80 IT =T f K T  
I F (R E L S D ( X  f I T ) ) 8 0 f8 0 f200 
80 C O N T I N U E  
200 W U $ ( I T f I T ) = T S E T  
MIN ( IT ) = IT 
K=1 1
W U $ M I N = T S E T
M T = I T+ 1
DO 250 J = M T f KT 
C L 0 W = 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9  
P C A R Y = C A R Y ( X ) / 1 2  
DO 245 M=K f J 
I F ( M - J ) 2 2 0 f 2 2 5 f 225 




GO TO 230 
25 UU$(M»J)=TSET+WU$MIN 
30 IF(CLOW~WW$(MiJ) )245i240>240 




t\ = MIN < J )
250 CONTINUE 
M N = K T 
255 K=MIN CMN)
IFtMINCMN).EQ.0)60 TO 2e0 
DO 260 J=K > MN















1LEVEL<97)»NET (97j14 4)>ORDER<97»144)j PART C 97)» Q (32)» RECPT(97 p144)p 
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